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Excitement as children head back to Road
school
stories and
travellers’
tales

By Lyne Robinson

On September 4, pre-school to
intermediate school children
arrived at the front door of Fern
Hill School with fresh uniforms
and backpacks, all ready for
the first day of school. While
most were excited to be back in
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Provincial curricula
and funding changes
Chris Ellis
OSDSB Trustee, Zone 6
You have probably heard about
the rollback of the 2015 Health
Curriculum (often called the
sex-ed curriculum) to the 1998
curriculum. It is not the only
provincial change that impacts
schools and school boards this
September with little warning.
Other changes affect, or may
affect, the development of an
Indigenous Curriculum; antiracism initiatives; and, building
upgrades for energy-efficiency
purposes. At the time of writing, school boards have not
received detailed direction or
support on how to respond to
these changes.

Health curriculum

I am concerned about the loss
of components on consent and
respect for diversity from the
health curriculum. These two
components are in much of the
teaching that the OCDSB does,
so I can only imagine the confusion for staff. The rescinded
curriculum also deals with issues such as the internet and
texting that are not part of the
1998 curriculum. The province
has given vague assurances that
these components can still be
addressed, but there is no clarity for educators or parents.

Indigenous curriculum

The provincial government
cancelled the Indigenous curriculum writing sessions scheduled to take place this past July.
Cancellation raises the question
whether school boards will be
supported as they roll out the
Truth and Reconciliation Commission (TRC) Call to Actions.
For example, in June 2018,
the Ottawa-Carleton District
School Board (OCDSB) created the Indigenous Education
Advisory Council to advise
the OCDSB on, among other
things, how to implement the
TRC Calls to Action specifically dealing with education.

Anti-racism initiatives

The former provincial government created an Anti-Racism
Directorate with a mandate to
address systemic and institutional racism and barriers. One
of the first steps in understanding how systemic racism sets
up barriers is to collect data disaggregated by race and ethnicity; the government had indicated that school boards would
need to collect these data in the
future. The OCDSB was one of
a few school boards to receive
a small amount of funding to
figure out how to collect, use
and secure the needed data appropriately. I am concerned that

the funding and emphasis to address this serious issue may be
put on the back burner since the
current government appears to
be lowering the profile of the
Anti-Racism Directorate.

Zone meeting

At the local level, trustees
can take action to address the
uncertainty. Two of my colleagues, trustees Braunovan
and Menard, and I will be holding a joint Trustee Zone meeting on Thursday September 13
from 6:30 p.m. to 8:30 p.m. (location to be confirmed, contact
me) to explore what our constituents think about the three
issues above. This will inform
our positions on motions that
could come forward in September and October meetings of
the Board of Trustees.

Energy efficiency

The cancellation of cap and
trade affects school boards.
The OCDSB's current budget
includes 5 million dollars for
window replacements, lighting
upgrades and other renovations
to reduce our carbon footprint
and make our buildings more
efficient, freeing up dollars.
These necessary upgrades were
to be financed through the cap
and trade program. Now, we
need to address the shortfall.

Why patients love home healthcare
(NC) There are more and more
easy and effective options for
managing your care at home,
especially if you have a chronic
disease that needs monitoring.
According to a new survey
done with the support of Canada Health Infoway, patients
give OTN’s Telehomecare program a definite thumbs up.
Telehomecare, a health
coaching and home monitoring
program of the Ontario Telemedicine Network for people with
chronic lung disease or heart failure, is free to patients and provides easy-to-use equipment for
use in the comfort of home.
Patients can measure

their vital signs daily and answer simple questions about
how they’re feeling. Specially
trained clinicians monitor the
data and get in touch at the first
sign of a worsening condition.
The program also provides
personalized weekly phone
coaching to help patients make
the connection between habits
and health to prepare patients
and their caregivers to selfmanage their conditions.
134 patients who use Telehomecare were recently polled
in the 2018 online Patient Experience Survey. Here are their
reported top five benefits:
1. Coaching: Telehomecare

helped patients meet health and
life goals.
2. Technology: Technology
provided by the program was
very easy to use.
3. Condition management:
Ability to manage their condition
in a comfortable environment.
4. Reduced travel time:
Managing care at home reduced time spent travelling to
see a healthcare provider.
5. Reduced visits to the ER:
Less need to visit the emergency room, due to monitoring and
greater confidence in being able
to self-manage at home.
More information at
www.myvirtualhealth.ca
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Edible trees for Cardinal Glen
Allan Martel
President, Cardinal Glen
Community Association
Earlier this year the Cardinal
Glen Community Association
(CGCA) surveyed homeowners to ascertain their possible
interest in planting edible fruit
trees or shrubs or nut trees
within Cardinal Glen. The response was enthusiastic leading
to the first stage of preparing an
application from the CGCA to
the Trees Canada program that
funds the planting of edible
trees and shrubs across Canada.
Our first step in the application process was to visit each
house where interest had been
expressed accompanied by a
qualified and experienced arborist whose role was to offer
expert advice as to what, where
and whether to plant an edible
tree on any given lot. Many locations were ruled out because
of lack of sunlight, poor drainage or simply not enough space
available.
The good news is that 10
sites proved suitable and the
resulting plan calls for 16 trees
to be planted later this autumn.
We have recruited several teenagers in the community to help
with the planting of the selected
trees and shrubs.
In weaning out sites where
successful planting was doubtful, we believe that we have
maximized the chances for a
successful outcome. In each
case, the proponent who will
receive the tree has self-identified as very interested and committed to the project’s success.
Several (indeed most) proponents have extensive gardening expertise and many already
have fruit trees on their properties. During our neighbourhood
walk-around we also noted
several fruit-tree types being
grown successfully within our
community, which led the team
to include those species in their
list of recommendations to
home owners.
Our next step was to have
the group of 10 residents visit
Ritchie Feed and Seed to se-

lect the tree and or shrub of
their choice and to put the selected item(s) on hold pending
submission and review of the
CGCA proposal.
The objectives of this
project are many-fold including community beautification,
support of local bee populations, provision of fresh fruits
to Cardinal Glen residents and
beyond to include nutrition
support to a local school, which
contains a large new population of children some of whom
have already been assessed as
under nourished. The commu-

Our first step in the
application process
was to visit each
house where interest
had been expressed
accompanied by a
qualified, experienced
arborist.
nity already works with Hidden
Harvest Ottawa to provide fruit
to Food Banks and others. The
proposed edible trees would
also become part of the ongoing Hidden Harvest cooperative effort.
So, a team made up of
members of the CGCA B0D
prepared a detailed submission to Trees Canada that was
submitted before the April 30,
2018 deadline and included the
proposal to plant cherry, apple,
serviceberry, pear and fruiting
mulberry trees.
The initial feedback to our
proposal from Trees Canada
was surprising insofar as we
were informed that the planting
on private property was not supported within the terms of the
program. Indeed, the program
description makes this clear in
its introduction, but I missed it.
So, once we were informed
that our proposal was ineligible
for funding we regrouped to
determine what steps we might
take including possibly funding the initiative ourselves.
Imagine our surprise when,

only a few days later, we received a call indicating that
our proposal was of such interest to Trees Canada that they
were prepared to change their
eligibility criteria and accept
the proposal for consideration.
It was our clearly identified
desire to share the harvest that
made the difference. Even better news followed — we were
one of the successful applicants
from among the 130 proposals
submitted.

Each year, except for 2018,
the CGCA has hosted a Canada
Day Picnic in Cardinal Glen
Park. This year the park is under construction for a refurbishment that will result in a wonderful community resource.
Construction is due to be completed in mid-August. CGCA
plans to hold its annual picnic
in the Park on Sunday September 9, and we will launch the
Edible Trees Planting Project
on that day.

Trees Canada officials will
attend this event. I am sure that
they would be more than willing to discuss proposals from
other neighbourhoods for their
2019 program.
Since the fundamental
principle underpinning this initiative is the sharing of a bountiful harvest, I would like to
hope that Manor Park residents
might give serious consideration to such a program insofar
as clear nutritional needs have
already been identified at Manor Park School and in adjacent
neighbourhoods.
The CGCA is quite willing to assist in any future application development for other
community groups interested in
the Trees Canada Edible Trees
Program.
Special thanks to Astrid
Nielsen, arborist extraordinaire
from Dendron Forestry for her
advice and counsel re suitable
species and sites for planting and to Carla Hidalgo from
Ritchie Feed and Seed for her
work with Cardinal Glen residents in selecting and reserving
suitable trees and shrubs.
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Hello readers,
Thank you all for picking up
this issue of the Manor Park
Chronicle. For me, it is a special issue, as it represents my
debut as the managing editor.
My background involves
plenty of editorial work – most
of it working for educational
publishers in Toronto and Ottawa. When it comes to books,
I have pretty much worn every
hat – from copyediting – to
layout – to sales … and it goes
on and on. I also have experience as a writer and columnist,
which I loved just as much as
editing. I hope that the accumulation of those skills can help
provide you with 40 pages of
quality content in every issue.
It takes a village to produce
a high-quality local newspaper,
and I am so thrilled to be work-

ing with such a talented team.
They do not hesitate to step up
to the plate, and to meet tight
deadlines! I shall enjoy working with them and learning
from them.
A final special thank you
goes to Alison Delaney, the former managing editor. She has
been so generous with her time
and her knowledge. After seven
years as managing editor, she
had much knowledge to pass
on to me. I know she did an excellent job all those years and I
hope I can come close, eventually, to doing the same.
Let us know how we are
doing and how we can improve
your local paper.
Honesty and frankness
make you vulnerable.
Be honest and frank anyway
— Oscar Wilde.
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LETTER TO THE EDITOR
I want to thank Sharleen Tattersfield for her
generous contribution to the Manor Park Chronicle. Her passion and gentle guidance on formatting advertisements goes a long way.
She also gave me the opportunity to paint
a water-colour painting of her family home in

Manor Park, her husband’s family summer residence in Belize, and a neighbour’s house.
THANK YOU Sharleen!
Regards,
Catherine Willis-O’Connor

4 tips to cooking faster
on the clock
(NC) Tight schedules and the
re-introduction to routines make
this one of the most stressful
times of year for many families.
Mark Russell, executive chef
and member of the Loblaws
Food Council, shares helpful
techniques to cut your meal
prep time down to minutes.
Clean and prepare produce
in advance. Chopping veggies
every night can make dinners a
huge production. It also means
you need to wash your cutting
board and knife seven times in
a week. Instead, save on time
and prepare all your veggies in
advance once or twice a week.
Simply cut and store in air-tight

containers in the fridge.
Use a refuse bowl. Walking
back and forth across the kitchen
to drop items in the bin is a massive time-waster. The same goes
for trips to the fridge. “Fill a large
bowl with ingredients you need
from the fridge and turn it into
a refuse bowl after you remove
the ingredients,” Russell advises.
“You’ll be surprised to learn how
much time you spent walking
back and forth across the kitchen,
plus it’s a clever way to keep tabs
on your food waste.”
Try bigger pans. Do the
math and you’ll realize that
larger pans are always better
than smaller ones if you want

F E R N H I L L S C HO OL

NURTURING CONFIDENCE - BUILDING A FOUNDATION FOR EXCELLENCE

Preschool * Kindergarten * Elementary Grades
Independent, non-profit, co-ed school
Extended French & Gym programs
Enriched curriculum

Preschool to Grade 8
Call to book a school tour.

to cut down on cook time. The
broader surface means more
food is getting access to the
heat, so will be ready faster
with less stirring. Don’t forget
to pre-heat for best results.
Try grab-and-go meals. If
you’re still struggling to get
meals done on time, include a
fresh grab-and-go meal in your
weekly grocery list to help out
on soccer or swimming night.
“Stores like Loblaws and Independent have delicious mix and
match meal kit options that are
ready in minutes and don’t require a subscription, so you can
put them in your cart when you
need them.”

Select spaces
available for the
2018-2019 school year
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www.fernhillottawa.com
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Ottawa, ON K1M 1X1
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Our hard-working team had a
busy summer! MPCA Board
members learned about best
practice for keeping a community resilient. We worked
with OCTranspo and Tobi
Nussbaum’s Office on our fall
program and started quarterly
meetings to think about a morecollective approach to larger
social and economic challenges in our riding while sharing
overhead costs.

New board member

Welcome Sheilagh McLean to
the MPCA Board! Sheilagh will
lead the Environment Committee and help MPCA to reach out
to her community in the Highland Park condominium and to
its neighbours! She is exploring
ways to use our green spaces

Life Members
Loie Macdougall
Peter Macdougall

that keep them healthy, to follow Cardinal Glen’s lead in
growing fruit trees to share produce to combat local hunger.
She is anxious for Manor Park
to join citywide community initiatives on the environment.
We participated in community
barbecues at the Yule Housing
Co-op and at 500 St Laurent.
Residents talked about what is
important to them. We will be
feeding those discussions into
our work plan over the next
year. We are looking forward
to other community festivities
such as Rock the Block to engage in more discussions with
our community to make sure
our new strategy remains relevant and that it builds on your
ideas.

Building stronger
communities

Three members of our Board
and the presidents of Rockcliffe and Cardinal Glen were
inspired at an Ottawa U seminar about research findings and
best practice in Canada, the
UK, and the USA on preventative measures that have dramatically reduced crime.
Convincing
evidence
shows that the least costly and
the most-effective way to reduce crime and gangs is not
through more police, courts and
prisons. The Canadian Munici-

pal Network on Crime Prevention reports that 65% of effective crime reduction in Canada
arises from community services to families and youth, curricula in the schools and health
sector projects. They note that
60% of police costs are funded
by property tax.
Speakers shared evidence
supporting a better balance
in public investment between
punishment and preventative
approaches. The key is to create
human connections. One-onone mentors for kids, support
to vulnerable mothers, access
to sports and decent housing
for vulnerable families are particularly effective in drawing
youth away from crime and
in increasing their prospects.
Significant reduction in crime
rates and gang membership depended on strong community
leadership and support by the
community.
We saw an imbalance recently ourselves, when our
Councillor turned to charitable foundations and raised
$45,000 in grants for the CRCRR/RRCRC Youth strategy.
Meanwhile the City announced
more than 20 new police hires
and a $500-million to $1-billion prison.
We are working to supporting volunteerism. Joe McAllister, for example, is now the
coordinator of our equivalent
of Neighbourhood Watch. Sign

up for his Safety Tips of the
Month on the Manor Park listserve (Sign up by applying to
pilardoe@gmail.com), MPCA
Facebook or be on the MPCC
mailing list. Thanks to Joe and
our Community Police Officer
Constable Vianney Calixte for
this initiative.

Transport: OCTranspo
bus 7 and bus 17

OCTranspo rejected our proposed split of the Bus 7 route.
We wanted to avoid delays
caused by congestion on Bank
St. An OCTranspo study determined that it would cause additional time for the buses to reposition themselves after a trip
and therefore be less cost efficient. Additionally, the route
modification would require
more layup space in the downtown core — again not cost efficient! It was also determined
that this modification would
not improve service reliability
along Bank St. Because of these
constraints, they will retain the
current Route 7 itinerary. Not
very efficient for Manor Park
residents wanting a more reliable transit schedule, but that’s
where we are right now!
Our suggestions to improve
the safety on the south-side Bus
17 stops are still under consideration. Be aware of pedestrians at rush hour trying to cross
Hemlock Rd. from south-side
Bus 17 stops!

Need a fall boost? Try these supplements
(NC) While a healthy diet
should provide nearly all the
nutrients you need, many of us
can’t eat healthily all the time.
Consider these supplements
to help give you a boost as we
head into cold and flu season.
Multivitamin. Think of this
as an extra insurance policy to
help you get all the essential nutrients you need to stay healthy.
In general, the following groups
are most likely to have nutrition-

al needs that a multi may help
meet: people over 60, women of
childbearing age and people on
weight-loss diets. A recent study
of almost 1,500 men found that
taking a daily multivitamin may
reduce the overall risk of cancer
and of cataracts.
Vitamin D. The sun’s rays
help our bodies produce this
key vitamin, which aids in the
development and maintenance
of bones and teeth. We also get

vitamin D from the foods we
eat, including fatty fish, fortified
plant-based beverages and eggs.
Ensuring you get enough
vitamin D in your diet is key
during our tough Canadian winters, as a deficiency may lead
to osteoporosis and other ailments. According to Statistics
Canada, about four in 10 people have insufficient vitamin D
during the winter months.
If you think that you’re not

getting enough vitamin D from
diet alone, consider a supplement.
In particular, Health Canada recommends that everyone over the
age of 50 should take a daily vitamin D supplement of 400 IU.
Magnesium. This essential
mineral supports a healthy immune system, keeps the heart
beat steady, and helps bones
remain strong. We get magnesium from the foods we eat;
most foods that are high in mag-

nesium are also high in fibre.
These include nuts, seeds, green
leafy vegetables and legumes.
While most of us get enough
magnesium through diet, Statistics Canada reports that about
three in 10 Canadians are deficient. Symptoms of magnesium
deficiency include nausea, vomiting, sleepiness and weakness.
Talk to your healthcare team
about a supplement if you think
you have a deficiency.
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Fresh ways to
make over furniture
(NC) With more time indoors on your hands thanks to cooler
weather, you finally resolve to refinish that forgotten wooden
chair that’s been tucked away in the garage all summer.
Whether you’re only giving the chair a fresh coat of paint
or refinishing it from scratch, be sure to protect yourself and
those around you in the process. Keep these tips in mind before beginning a new refinishing project.
1. Read the label. Follow all safety and usage instructions on
the label, including how to dispose of any leftover products.
2. Work in an area with lots of ventilation. Refinish old furniture outdoors, if weather permits. If you work inside, open
the windows to make sure there is plenty of ventilation.
3. Do not use sanders, heat guns or blowlamps. This can create dust and fumes that may contain lead.
4. Use a chemical paint stripper. Ideally, choose one with a
paste that can be applied with a brush. Paint strippers contain substances that may be harmful, so use them carefully.
5. Keep children and pregnant women away from the work
area. This will help ensure their safety.
6. Always wear safety glasses, gloves, and a good-quality breathing mask. The label will provide more detailed information
on personal safety equipment you should use. This is essential to protect you and your family.
7. Store materials properly. Make sure that you store refinishing chemicals in a dry, cool place. Keep any hazardous
material away from children’s reach.
8. Dispose of refinishing waste materials properly. It can be
dangerous to throw away rags and certain other materials
that have been used for refinishing furniture. Aside from
potentially starting a fire, they can also cause serious damage to the environment.

Hot trends in home décor
for fall
(NC) Get inspired to spruce up
your space this season with the
latest trends seen on Pinterest
boards and the latest designer
magazines.
70s tones. The 1970s make
a comeback across fall runways
in nostalgic shades like camel,
mustard yellow, tan, tangerine
and a variety of browns. These
autumnal hues are perfect for
creating warm and welcoming
interiors this fall. Try working
with earthy colour palettes and
adding pops of the richer colours in a rug or lamp shade.
Tropical greenery. From
fashion to décor, tropical prints
are everywhere and are super
stylish right now, especially
designs featuring the monstera
plant. At home, try the trend
with an oversized pillow cover
or a funky wallpaper covered in
lush greens.

New neutrals. Known as
colourless design, the push
for reimagined neutrals is all
about creating visual interest
with shapes and textures. Accessorize with 3-D art, faux
fur and rustic elements for a
neutral look that’s anything
but boring. As we step into the
cooler months, there’s nothing
better than curling up with a
cozy, chunky throw in a cream
colour.
Smart living. As home interconnectivity becomes more
sophisticated, smart living is
all about ease and convenience
rather than neat gadgets. Try
intelligent window shades that
simplify your life from Hunter
Douglas. Using PowerView
motorization, you can adjust
your window treatments with
your smartphone or voice assistant, or have them adjust au-

tomatically depending on the
time of day.
Warm, earthy materials.
Think wicker baskets, terracotta pots and driftwood-style elements. Using warm, earthy materials throughout your home
will create a relaxing environment and bring the outdoors
in, helping you stay connected
with nature even as you spend
more time indoors.
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Peter
Harwood
Duchesne

P

eter Harwood
Duchesne lived
in Manor Park
from 1988 to
2018. A wellknown figure in
his wheel chair
and in his Scout uniform, he
served as a fulltime leader of
the Ottawa 63rd Scout group
for more than 12 years and frequently assisted the Cub pack.
His enthusiasm for the values
and activities of Scouting, and
his cheerful and practical acceptance of his circumstances,
were an inspiration to a generation of youth members.
Born in 1948 in Port Hope,
Ontario, Peter had cerebral palsy and began life with muscular and hearing disabilities. He

managed the walk to elementary school, but, by junior high,
his mother was driving him to
and from school. At 14, Peter
underwent hip surgery and during rehabilitation, he completed
the first 2 years of high school
by correspondence. In Grade
11, being mobile with the aid
of arm crutches, he rejoined his
cohorts and went on to graduate
with his twin sister.
Peter attended Waterloo
Lutheran University (now Wilfrid Laurier), graduating with
a degree in history, and later
obtained his Masters in Library
Science from the University of
Western Ontario. In 1976, he
moved to Ottawa and a job in
the public service. Shortly afterwards, a serious car accident
left him in need of a wheelchair.
Peter’s career began as a
librarian at Consumer and Corporate Affairs and, over the
next 25 years, he held positions
at Public Archives, National

Energy Board and the National
Library of Canada Archives.
Working in this field, he realized that computers were going to be a permanent part of
the library of the future and
enrolled at Algonquin College,
graduating with a certificate in
computer science. The skills
acquired served him well as the
internet became his window on
the world.
Peter described his final
stop at the National Library as
his dream job. There he worked
in acquisitions and became a
recognized expert in antiquarian books. As a passionate
defender of employee rights
and promoter of accessibility
programs, Peter was an active
member and steward of the
Public Service Alliance. He
was also active in the Hard of
Hearing Club of Ottawa and the
Ottawa-Carleton Council of the
Disabled.
Conversation with Peter

1948-2018

Scouter, Archivist,
Traveller
was to see scouting come alive.
His involvement began in 1984
with the Pineview Scout troop,
where he began volunteering
when his son registered as a
youth member. In typical ‘Peter
fashion’ he signed up for Wood
Badge training for Scout leaders, earning Level I in 1984 and
Level II in 1985 and went on to
serve as a Scout leader in Pineview.
In 1989 Peter moved to
Manor Park and registered with
the Cub pack as an assistant
leader with Bob Gemmell and
Norm Pascoe. When graduating cubs needed a Scout troop,
Peter stepped forward as a
leader to reactivate the group.
His enthusiasm and passion
resulted in more than 10 years
of strong local Scouting. His
love of camping and all its associated discomforts was phenomenal given the challenges
he faced. Even at winter camps,
he was there in a tent and in the

thick of things. He helped organize and fundraise for two 63rd
Scout trips to National Scout
Jamborees.
In summer 2001, Peter was
diagnosed with cancer. Treatment was successful but had
taken a toll on his strength. That
fall, he took early retirement
from work and gradually scaled
down his role as a Scout leader,
shifting his involvement to supporting Scouting activities: the
local Gilwell Reunion (held
annually at Camp Opemikon
for graduates of Scout training
programs) and the Baden Powell Guild (an organization of retired Scout leaders dedicated to
promoting Scouting).
These changes meant that
Peter had time to pursue his
passion for travel to Asia. His
initial foray was to Sri Lanka
in 1997, where he fell in love
with the culture (and the food),
repeating the trip to visit fam>>CONTINUED ON PAGE 9

Information
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Peter attended Waterloo Lutheran University
(now Wilfrid Laurier), graduating with a
degree in history, and later obtained his
Masters in Library Science from the
University of Western Ontario.
FROM PAGE 8 >>

Peter Harwood Duchesne. Photo courtesy of Glen Kidd

ily several times. In 2004 he
resumed his travels making
more-or-less annual visits to
friends Rod and Murali in
Makannai in the Kerala district
of Southern India, where his
stays would last from December until a spring return to Alvin Rd. in Manor Park.
Throughout his travels,
Peter kept in touch with his
wide circle of friends and relatives. Many had their winter
ice storms brightened by the
appearance of an email from
“PHD” accompanied by a wonderful series of “Letters from
India”, complete with pictures
and descriptions. His passion
for Indian food translated into
the vegetarian meals he prepared in his specially adapted
kitchen and into visits to the
Coconut Lagoon restaurant.
In the fall of 2017, with his
balance and strength declining,
Peter moved to Guelph to an
assisted living facility and to
be closer to family. In February
2018, following an unexpected,
brief illness, he passed away.
In the course of his 34
years in Scouting (most of

them in Manor Park), Peter received many awards. In
1997 he received the Scouts
Canada’s Award of Fortitude.
A quote from the citation provides a fitting summary: “Peter
has the respect and admiration
of youth, their parents, and his
fellow Scouters. He is a model
of what our movement means
today; we can grow and excel
despite personal challenges. It
is not his disability that draws
us to his accomplishments. It is
Peter’s ability to inspire Scoutage youth with his spirit and
experience that is deserving of
attention.”
With appreciation to Glen
Kidd, Steve and Cathy Sauve,
and Suzanne Duchesne.
Manor Park Notables are
snapshots of individuals (now
deceased) who lived in Manor
Park, and who made a difference either through their career
or their Manor Park community
involvement. This is the 11th
year of this interesting column.
Please send candidate submissions to: manorparknotables@
gmail.com .
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How to choose the right airfare type for your trip
(NC) With so many options for
carriers and fare types, it can
be hard making the right decision for your trip and budget.
Should you opt for the free
cancellation, just in case? Is
preferred seating worth it for a
more comfortable flight?
Fortunately, decoding fare
types and upgrades is easier
when you know your priorities.
Whether it’s for business or
pleasure, use these quick tips to
guide you when booking your
next trip.
Try the middle. Need
something in between no frills
and business class? Air Canada
has recently unveiled an expanded range of North America
economy fares that give you
greater flexibility to select the
amenities you want for a more
customized experience. As part
of the change, it’s introducing
a new comfort fare with a wide

range of features, like complimentary access to preferred
seats and the option to purchase
other amenities such as Maple
Leaf Lounge access.
Rewards points. Are you
saving up for your dream vacation? Some airlines offer extra
points with certain fares, so you
may want to consider the upgrade. For example, some fare
types let you earn up to 125 per
cent of regular rewards, helping
you get to your dream vacation
that much sooner.
Time of day. If you’re flying overnight, you may want
to get a fare type such as premium economy that offers a
larger seat, so you can stretch
out and sleep. Also take into
consideration the time of year
and destination — if you’re
travelling to a warmer place,
you might be able to get away
without checking any bag-

gage. But if you’ll have cold
or mixed weather, choose at
least one checked bag to make
sure you can take everything
you need.
Kids in tow. You’ll want
to make sure you’re able to sit
with your kids. Make sure the

FROM THE DESK OF:

Member of Parliament
Ottawa-Vanier

MONA FORTIER

What an amazing summer we
have had in Ottawa this year.
With the fantastic weather, it
has been great to see so many
constituents out and about
in the riding enjoying some
much deserved rest with their
families and friends. I have
been so honoured to have the
opportunity to see many familiar and new faces.
I have been fortunate to
have the chance to participate
in countless fun activities in
the riding, such as community barbecues, Canada Day
neighbourhood events and
St-Jean Ottawa, a local celebration of our francophone
heritage.
This past July 29, my office, together with MPP Nathalie Des Rosiers and local
councillors, organized a community BBQ. It was a great
chance to talk with over 700
constituents about local issues and share in some fun
too! I am proud to say our
events were environmentally
responsible and focused on
recyclable and plastic-free resources.
The Canada Summer
Jobs program was a real suc-

fare class you pick allows for
advanced seat selection in addition to a checked bag. Some
airlines make travelling with
kids easier by offering complimentary seating assignments
that allow you and your child
to sit together.
cess in Ottawa--Vanier. Hundreds of organizations from
our riding benefitted from
support to hire students for
the summer. It was a great
opportunity to meet great
businesses and not-for-profit
organizations from the riding.
Having this time to meet
face to face with the people
I represent motivates me to
go into this upcoming session with lots of energy and
ideas. I want to take thank
each and every one of you
who shared their concerns,
questions and ideas with me
this summer.
As always, my constituency office is there to help
you with any interactions
with federal services. It is
open Monday to Thursday
from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m., and
Friday from 9 a.m. to 4:30
p.m. Give us a call at 613998-1860, or send an email at
mona.fortier@parl.gc.ca .
•••
Quel bel été nous avons
passé à Ottawa--Vanier cette
année! Le beau temps nous
a permis d’aller à la rencontre de ceux qui profitaient du
temps avec leurs familles et
amis dans le comté. J’ai ainsi
eu la chance de faire des nouvelles connaissances et de revoir des visages familiers.
J’ai pu participer à plusieurs évènements communautaires, tels que des barbecues, des évènements de
la fête du Canada ainsi que
la St-Jean Ottawa, une célébration de notre patrimoine
francophone ici-même dans
Ottawa--Vanier.
Le 29 juillet, dernier,

nous avons organisé un barbecue communautaire avec la
députée provinciale Nathalie
Des Rosiers et nos conseillers
municipaux. Ce fut une
bonne occasion pour discuter
d’enjeux locaux avec plus de
700 résidents et de partager
des bons moments ensemble.
Je suis fière de vous dire
que nos événements étaient
écoresponsables et que nous
avons mis l’emphase sur les
ressources recyclables et sans
plastique.
Le programme Emplois d’été au Canada fut
un immense succès à Ottawa--Vanier. Des centaines
d’organisations de chez nous
ont pu bénéficier de soutien
pour engager des étudiants
pour la période estivale. Ce
fut une excellente occasion
pour moi de rencontrer des
entreprises et des organismes à but non-lucratif de
chez nous.
Le temps passé avec vous
cet été dans la communauté
me motive à commencer la
session qui approche avec
plein d’énergie et d’idées. Je
tiens à prendre cette occasion
pour remercier chacune et
chacun de celles et ceux qui
ont pris le temps de partager
leurs inquiétudes, leurs questions et leurs idées avec moi
cet été.
Comme toujours, mon
bureau de circonscription est
là pour vous appuyer avec
vos interactions avec les services fédéraux. Il est ouvert
du lundi au jeudi de 9 h à 17
h et le vendredi de 9 h à 16 h
30. Communiquez avec nous
au 613-998-1860 ou envoyez
un courriel à mona.fortier@
parl.gc.ca .
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Business Buzz

SCOTT
SUMMERS
Evertrain: fitness for 50+

There’s no doubt that fitness is
an important part of a healthy
lifestyle — no matter your age
— but staying in shape after
50 comes with its own set of
challenges that younger adults
typically don’t experience. To
achieve results later-in-life, fitness often requires a different
training pace and exercise curriculum to accommodate past
injuries. That’s what Evertrain
is all about.
For the past 4 years, Andre
St. Amour and Julie Leblanc
have worked hard to coach Evertrain fitness coaches Andre St. Amour and Julie Leblanc. Photo: Andre St. Amour
dozens of clients from Ottawa’s
50-plus crowd toward a health- necting easily with men and plan catered to their specific
goals and potential limitations.
ier lifestyle. After working in women over 50.
From there, the doors open
“We came to realize that
community centres and rented
spaces, the entrepreneurial duo we were a great match for one up. Evertrain specializes in onerecently acquired a new fitness another and the people we en- on-one training but is seeing
studio adjacent to Manor Park. joyed working with the most rapid success in small-group
“In the last few years since were people over 50,” Andre training, where a maximum of
eight trainees can experience a
we’ve been doing this, we’ve said. “It was a natural fit.”
Since starting a business, full-body workout in a 60-mingrown a lot,” Andre said,
“We’ve been very fortunate to Andre and Julie have made a ute session.
No matter the personal hishave the community support us commitment to continuing education in fitness and nutrition. tory or training style, Andre
and believe in what we do.”
That support isn’t without Their own fitness backgrounds and Julie want to make sure
merit. Both Andre and Julie give them a wide variety of that the path to your goals is a
have a long history in sports and professional expertise. Both long-term and injury-free one.
As Julie pointed out,
fitness. Julie has been a com- are certified with Canfitpro and
petitive figure skater since early in fascial stretch therapy, which “When you’ve got the right
childhood, and Andre played Andre described as “the stretch structure, hard work and deterfootball at Laval University, equivalent to massage therapy.” mination can go a long way.”
Evertrain is currently acThrough the entire process,
where the two met while training to become educators. After Julie and Andre emphasized cepting new clients for oneschool, they found themselves that long-term success is their on-one and small-group trainmixing a passion for teaching most important focus. New ing. If you’re ready to make a
customers can expect a pre- lifestyle change, get in touch
with a passion for fitness.
When Andre entered the booking consultation, a person- at 613-295-2139 or visit www.
fitness world as a personal al assessment during their first evertrain.ca.
Andre and Julie are hosting
trainer, he found himself con- session, and a personal training

a grand opening event from 5
to 8 p.m. on 1 October, 2018 at
their new studio space, located
at 524 Montreal Rd. It’s a great
opportunity to see the space
and meet existing clients. Be
sure to stop by!

Golden Crust Pizzeria:
perfecting the art of pizza

There’s an old saying: A work
of art is never finished.
While that applies to many
creative works, it might surprise you to find that, at Golden
Crust Pizzeria, it also applies to
food. That’s the secret behind
Golden Crust’s success, where
owner Ralph Debian is constantly tweaking menu items
and refining recipes based on
customer feedback and his own
creative ambition. It’s an ongoing process, a constant and
careful revision of an alreadystunning selection of unique
and original pies.

“We get a lot of questions
about the crust. It’s a secret
recipe that my dad created,”
Osama Debian, Ralph’s son,
explained. “But there’s no
preservatives, additives, eggs,
dairy, and it’s never frozen.
You have to stay competitive
and we don’t want to sacrifice
on the quality. So our time goes
into our product.”
That’s how Ralph, Osama
and the rest of the family have
stayed connected with the
Manor Park community over
the last 6 years. The restaurant
is a staple of the Rock-theBlock community event and
recently relocated from Rockcliffe Crossing Plaza just up the
street to 293 St Laurent Blvd.
“The biggest challenge was
moving while continuing service,” Osama said. “We didn’t
shut down. We finished renovations, set everything up, and
>>CONTINUED ON PAGE 12
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then we had a day where we
moved in some major equipment — one of them being the
ovens. We had to orchestrate it
and plan it right, but we didn’t
want to shut down.”
As a result, Golden Crust
customers never saw a break
in service during the move.
The relocation comes with a
completely redesigned interior,
more space and bigger kitchens. It’s a move that Osama believes will help the staff focus
on what matters most: delivering quality pizzas to hungry
customers.
Even though the Golden
Crust team is constantly looking for creative ways to grow
the business, Osama stressed
that they won’t do so unless
they can stay true to their roots
in the community.
That’s what it comes back
to at the end of the day: food
and listening.
“Me and my dad, we work
very closely together,” said
Osama. “We spend a lot of time
listening, trying to be creative,
and getting feedback. If we enjoy eating the food — if we see
it and our mouths would water
and we love the taste — that’s
the food we want to serve.”
If you’re looking for a slice,
be sure to try the Chef Special
or the Vegetarian. Whatever
your purchase, be sure to tell
Ralph what you think.
“We’re far from perfect,”
Osama said, “but we’re continuing to listen and adjust,
listen and adjust. We’re listening to what customers say
and we’re trying to make sure
they’re happy.”

Owner Ralph Debian rolls out his signature crust. Photo: 1996 Photo Lab / Theshlen Naidoo

That kind of dedication
isn’t just the mark of a dedicated chef. It’s the hallmark of
a dedicated artist and a devoted
staff.
Find out more about Golden Crust Pizzeria and order online at http://Golden-Crust.ca/,
on Facebook (www.facebook.

com/GoldenCrustCa) and Instagram (www.instagram.com/
GoldenCrustCa), or call 613741-2323.

Full Cycle: a community solution for every biking need

Founded in 1994, Full Cycle
opened its doors to Manor Park
with two ideas: promote the
idea of a cycling lifestyle and
sell the love of cycling to more
people. That’s still an ongoing
mission and one that Phil Brun
del Re, one of Full Cycle’s
owners and partners, is proud
to be a part of daily.
“We’re not really selling
bikes. We’re selling solutions
and making relationships so
that when you have a problem
that’s biking related, you’ll
know where to go,” said Phil.
Those business ideals have
served Full Cycle well for the
past two decades as they’ve
grown roots into Manor Park
and surrounding areas. As Phil
described it, first-time custom-

ers shouldn’t expect to be bombarded with cycling questions
the second they step through
the door.
“The first question you’ll
most likely be asked,” Phil
said, “is ‘Would you like an
espresso?’ We have people that
come in who might have a little bit of anxiety of going into
a bike shop — not sure what
they’re going to ask, not sure
what they’re looking for — and
usually, offering an espresso
sets the mood.”
From that first conversation and beyond, Full Cycle offers a repertoire of services for
everyone regardless of where
they are in their cycling career.
Shop employees are cyclists
themselves with expertise in
mountain biking, road biking, commuting and triathlons.
Their hands-on experience and
product knowledge have been
key factors in Full Cycle’s success, and the shop is ready to
provide its customers with on-

going service and support as
their cycling needs evolve.
“Fall is a great time to get a
tune-up,” Phil said. “If it’s your
last ride, bring the bike in for a
final tuneup so that come next
year, when the weather starts to
get nice, you’ll take the bike out
and inflate the tires and you’re
ready to go and can avoid the
spring lineup.”
But fall isn’t the only time
to check in with the shop, especially for customers who purchase bikes directly from Full
Cycle. Each purchase comes
with a lifetime, full-service
warranty and with the new online reservation system, making appointments for in-store
service is easier now than ever.
For newcomers looking to
get into cycling, Phil pointed
out that Full Cycle isn’t just a
bike specialty store catering to
racers only and that entry-level bikes don’t have to cost an
arm-and-a-leg. The store offers
a great selection of bikes well
below $1000, as well as riding
solutions for almost every style
of cycling.
While the main cycling
season is coming to a close, it’s
still a great time to stop in. Several 2019 models are already
built and on the floor. Winter
riding and fatbike season is just
getting started. Plus, Full Cycle
offers ski tune-ups in the fall.
Gift certificates, also available,
are a great addition to the holiday season.
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Contact Full Cycle at
https://www.fullcycle.ca ; by
email at info@fullcycle.ca; or
call 613-741-2443.

Catherine Willis-O’Connor:
personalized paintings in the
style of Lewis and Kurelek

A veteran of art exhibits and
newspaper publications, Catherine Willis-O’Connor has displayed work throughout Canada and the US and has seen
much of her work make its way
into private collections locally
and abroad. More recently,
Catherine has turned her focus
to creating commission-based
work for Ottawa residents.
As a lifelong lover of art and an
Ottawa native herself, Catherine said those commissions are
her favourite pieces to create
because of the people she meets
and the joy her paintings bring
into her clients’ lives. However,
the best commissions aren’t
spur-of-the-moment. They’re
carefully crafted pieces based
on important, personal details
— and it all starts with a consultation.
“We have a conversation,” she
explained. “I find out what is
important to you. I find out
what’s special to you, and I
find out what you would like
as a memory piece or a style of
painting you would like me to
do.”
In conjunction with the consultation, Catherine also prefers a
site visit. She’ll visit a summer
cottage or drive by a home and
take a few photos before bringing the setting and the details
to life with any combination of
paints, inks and papers. The result is a one-of-a-kind artwork
drawn in Catherine’s distinct
style with a client’s details
filled in.
That style is something that
has evolved over the course of
Catherine’s life. Though she’s
studied artists like Maud Lewis

and William Kurelek and is a
former student of the Ottawa
School of Art, Catherine’s real
love of painting is rooted in her
childhood. When developing
the style that she uses for her
commissions, Catherine started
by looking back on her grandmother’s work and making a
study of it.
“I’m looking at the stuff that
Granny did and thought, ‘I
want to do what Granny did,’”
she said. “So I researched all
the people she studied, and I
started painting.”
Despite any artistic complexities, Catherine maintained that
she tries to keep her process
as straightforward as possible.
You won’t find her on social
media trying to hard-sell customers on her products. Her
mantra is to spend less time doing things that don’t matter and
to use that time painting.
“I keep it really simple,” she
said. “I want to actually talk to
the person and meet the person,
if possible.”
That personalization is the lifeblood of Catherine’s work. She
pointed out that, while many
of her commissions work best
as birthday presents, gifts and
memory pieces, she also offers
personalized Christmas cards
created from her original work.
But, though her artwork is
based on the personal and intimate details her clients provide,
Catherine said that she paints
most of all to get a better understanding of herself. That has
led to jobs and commissions
that Catherine never thought
she’d have.
“People give me opportunities
and I’m just over the moon.”
You can see more of Catherine’s work at her website:
cwillisoconnorfolkart.weebly.
com. She is currently accepting
orders for commission-based
work and for personalized
Christmas cards.

An Ottawa residence painted by Catherine Willis-O’Connor. Photo: Catherine Willis O’Connor

Your Roots to Branches
Counselling: counselling for
the soul

After 30 years of service as an
educator, Ambreen Ihsanullah of
Your Roots to Branches Coun-

selling Services found that she
had much more to give beyond
her first career.
Ambreen acquired a master’s in educational counselling and a list of certifications

in various counselling methodologies during her tenure with
the Ottawa-Carleton District
School Board. Originally an
English teacher, her continu>>CONTINUED ON PAGE 14
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UrbanOttawa.com
406 Plum Tree, $1,299,000. If you’ve
dreamed of living in a castle on a substantial
piece of property then this one is for you!
A rare and fabulous opportunity in Manor
Park Hill. 3,300 sq. ft. of living spaces and a
fabulous, private 12,173 sq. ft. property with
beautiful in-ground pool. All the space you
need and want; main floor den AND family
room, modern kitchen overlooking casual
space, formal living and dining rooms fit for
entertaining, five bedrooms, huge basement
for your games room. Worth a peak!

URB

14 Braemar, $659,000. The perfect “English
Cottage”. Stunning gardens and charming
interior! Bright and cheerful, thoughtfully
renovated. Love it as is or expand on side or
rear, Two well proportioned bedrooms on the
upper floor as well as a renovated full bathroom. Guests can stay in the finished lower
level with access to second full bathroom.
The superb kitchen is open to the dining
room and views of the gardens. The separate
living room is spacious and cozy at the same
time with a lovely gas fireplace. A must see!

metro-city realty ltd. | brokerage

12 Birch $750,000. A Rockcliffe Park
address at an affordable price! Tweak and
live in this home as it is or plan your dream
project on the beautiful 80 x100 foot lot
with south-west rear exposure. Four
upstairs bedrooms including the one over
the garage. Possibility to build on top of the
family room addition too. Spacious living
and dining rooms. Mid 80s kitchen.
Unfinished basement.
The option are endless!

613.747.9914

Broker | Courtier

Natalie Belovic
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Ambreen Ihsanullah, Your Roots to
Branches Counselling Services.
Photo: Scott Summers

ing education and self-development enabled her to teach
students in grades 11 and 12
delicate subjects such as world
religions, sociology and psychology.
“I love working with teenagers,” she said, “they’re so
honest, so real. I was always
very open to whatever they
brought to the table, and I
learned so much from them.”
Ambreen‘s keen interest in
human dynamics and counselling found its roots in education. As a teacher, Ambreen
helped kids grow and develop
into young adults, but she also
worked across Ontario and
overseas as a program developer and mentor to teachers
and administrators. At the end
of the day, Ambreen said it all
comes back to one thing: “Developing self knowledge in service of a fulfilling life.”
That philosophy is still the
backbone of Ambreen’s counselling service, in which she
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helps clients work through life
issues. While years of study
and experience allow her to
use a wide array of counselling techniques to help clients
resolve their personal concerns,
she’s quick to emphasize that
her first aim in any conversation is to establish a positive,
human connection with her clients and provide them with the
support and tools they need to
find a resolution for the problems they are experiencing.
“You aren’t your feelings;
you aren’t your thoughts. You
are much more than your past
or the things that have happened to you,” she said. “You
have a myriad of resources inside you.”
Looking at those inner resources is one of the first things
Ambreen does with her new
clients. In the first session,
she guides each client through
a questionnaire covering everything from family history,
physical and mental health, to
current life and family realities.
She works closely with each
individual to establish a baseline and determine the scope
of work the client would like
to pursue, then they set out to
accomplish that work together.
Though Ambreen offers
packages of 8 or 12 sessions for
clients, their own stated goals
for themselves are paramount
and set the pace for work together.
For Ambreen, her clients’
innate intelligence and readiness guides the restorative process. She emphasized, ”Learning to know and trust ourselves
is a great achievement in life
— often something we’re not

The Crichton Street Gallery storefront. Photo: Louise Tanguay

taught how to do growing up.
Yet, our relationship with ourselves affects all our relationships in every sphere of life.”
Ambreen is currently accepting new clients and those
interested in weekly group
counselling sessions. Upcoming workshops include the
deeply transformative Family Constellations method, supported by the latest epigenetic
research and designed to release transgenerational or unresolved, inherited family trauma.
You can contact her through
her website: www.ambreen.ca
or directly at 613-421-9277.

Crichton Street Gallery: local
artists, local flavour

Some of the most meaningful
life decisions can happen in the
space of 24 hours.
That was the case for Mary
Pratte, who found herself passing by an old storefront on
Crichton St. during a pivotal
time in her art career. A self-described amateur photographer,
Mary found success exhibiting
photography alongside other
artists at a Christmas show
hosted by a friend. When that
friend moved away and Mary
saw the warehouse for rent, she
called a few other artists and
shared her vision with them.
Today, that former storefront is the Crichton Street
Gallery — a staple of the New
Edinburgh community and the
Ottawa art scene.
“We love this,” said Mary.
“There aren’t many places to

show art, especially on a fairly
permanent basis and in a small
way.”
The work on display in
the gallery is often a combination of permanent and visiting
artists. Currently, six permanent artists keep their work on
display at all times, but Mary
emphasized that the gallery
regularly features guest artists
(mostly locals) to keep things
fresh.
“We have tons of people
asking us to display at the gallery, and it’s very hard to decide
who to ask,” Mary said. “We
like to mix it up if we can, but
we always stay with that local
idea and try to find a beautiful, joyful thing to look at and
share.”
Stopping in once or twice
a month, customers are likely
to see a variety of new pieces
on display. The gallery displays art in a variety of forms
from mixed media, acrylic and
encaustic paintings to photographer, glasswork and greeting
cards.
While every artist featured
in the gallery loves to sell their
work, Mary said that turning
huge profits isn’t really the gallery’s end goal. Instead, she and
her fellow artists are there to
share their love of art with the
community. That’s what they
love most of all.
“We don’t want people to
be afraid to come in,” she said.
“I think people are terrified of
walking into a gallery. I know
I have been over the years. You

think you have to buy something or that you won’t understand that medium. We don’t
want that.”
Three of the gallery regulars are teachers by trade, and
Mary said every artist in the
gallery loves to show how they
create their art. For the artists
on Crichton St., that personal
contact is just as important as
the art on display.
“It’s extraordinary how
many people come in and
they’re very quiet and very
hesitant, and they start engaging with the artist and we hear
life stories and why someone
would like this or that or the
other,” Mary said. “It’s like
meeting a new friend, and we
really like that.”
The Crichton Street Gallery is open from 11 a.m. to
4 p.m. on Saturdays or by appointment and is participating
in the New Edinburgh Studio
Tour on 22 and 23 September
from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. The
studio can also be reached via
email at crichtonstreetgallery@
gmail.com.

Kalyana Yoga Shala: a welcoming, healing, connecting space

Since opening her studio in
September 2011, Anne Domitrovits, founder, director and
lead teacher of Kalyana Yoga
Shala at Rockcliffe Crossing
Plaza, has created a unique
neighbourhood place promoting inner peace and well-being.
Here people can come together
in the practice of yoga to develop a heightened sense of self
and of others, to achieve peace
within, and to heal.
Anne began her yogic journey early. As a long-distance,
woodland runner, she found
solace and peace connecting
with nature and, “being with
my breath while running in the
woods”. Studies in psychology,
ESL, pregnancy and childcare,
led Anne to the mat with intensive training in the Sivananda
School of Yoga (Hatha yoga)
and to find a deep understanding of the need for balance,
peace and harmony in life.
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yoga trip of a lifetime to Bhutan!
Article contributed by
Sharleen Tattersfield.

BUSINESS BITS
The Wholesale Outlet
fashion show

On Saturday September 15,
Sherry Woodburn of The
Wholesale Outlet will hold a
seasonal fashion show in support of cancer research at the
Ottawa Hospital. Starting at 10
a.m., the ‘free’ show takes place
at the store, 1877 Innes Rd.
Ladies from Victoria Quilts
will serve coffee; tickets for
draws of donated merchandise can be purchased (three
for $5). For more details,
contact Sherry at wholesaleoutlet4women@outlook.com .

Adieu Beechwood Gastropub
Anne Domitrovits, the inspiration behind Kalyana Yoga Shala. Photo: Sharleen Tattersfield

“It was like coming home
to a place I had always known”,
says Anne, explaining that
“Yoga” means union — to bring
together to create oneness.
“Kalyana” means propitious
and “Shala” means sacred space
— names Anne chose to reflect
a place where friendships are
formed, nurtured and grown.
“Our Kalyana community
carries people across many of
life’s thresholds — personal
struggles, marriage, divorce
and illness — and it’s made a
difference for so many people
for so many years.”
Anne’s life-long passion
and philosophy are central to
the studio’s welcoming presence, its ever-expanding yoga
disciplines/classes, healing modalities and it’s now 14-member, multi-disciplinary family
of supportive teachers. Kalyana
offers 13 different types of yoga
classes, including Core Flow,
Hot Power, Hot Power FUNdamentals; Hatha FUNdamentals; Hatha Flow; Warm Hatha
Flow; Hatha ‒ All Levels and
Gentle; Hatha Pour Tous; Good

Night Yoga; Yin; Yin/Yang and
Gentle Yin/Yang. Open seven
days a week for daytime, evening and weekend sessions participants can choose from 33
classes in all levels offered in
Kalyana’s specially designed,
ground-level Lotus room.
Anne believes in the inclusiveness of yoga. There’s a
class for everyone, regardless
of age, experience or physical abilities and helpful ways
to modify/adapt with bolsters,
cushions, blocks and chairs,
through teaching to all levels
and the encouraging support of
fellow class members. When
asked what’s needed to try
yoga, Anne answers: “Nothing
more than having clothes that
move with you and a smile!”
Ideal for beginners are
Kalyana’s 1-week unlimited
or its 1-month unlimited class
passes. Four-, eight- or twelvemonth memberships are offered
as well as guest passes to share
with friends or family.
Complementing Kalyana’s
yoga classes are wellness practices such as foot reflexology,

nutritional counselling, Reiki
and yoga therapy, offered in
the centre’s upper-level Lotus
Loft. Unique to Kalyana is its
8-month Hatha Yoga Teacher
Training course with Roxanne
Joly starting in mid-October
in which participants learn
Hatha’s ancient teachings and
graduate as inspired teachers.
Anne
is
particularly
pleased to announce that starting this November, an expe-

rienced Kundalini and Hatha
yoga instructor, and registered
massage therapist with a background in dance, theatre and
Somatics, will join Kalyana’s
teaching family to offer Hatha
yoga and sound healing sessions along with gentle Somatic movement practices.
For more information, call
613-745-9642 or visit kalyanayoga.com. Bon voyage,
Anne, in mid- October on the

After a year-and-a-half of operation, the Beechwood Gastropub closed its doors on August 31. Local food aficionados
will miss the casual, inviting
atmosphere and creative small
plates that were a hallmark of
this popular, local dining spot.
The Chronicle wishes its
acclaimed and well-respected chef-owner Harriet Clunie
all the best in her future endeavours and trusts that, after a well-deserved rest and
rejuvenation, a return to the
neighbourhood may be on
her radar.
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MEET YOUR NEIGHBOUR

Lili

Caron

Who are you?

I’m Lili Caron. We have lived
on Kilbarry Cres. since 2011.
I’m a medievalist and art historian by training but I also run
a specialized translation business since 2001. For the past 5
years, I’ve been adjusting my
career to give art history, painting, writing and playing piano
a bigger place in my life. I have
participated in juried exhibitions and, recently, exhibited
a series of paintings in Tobi
Nussbaum’s offices at City
Hall. I have two personal blogs,
one on my art and the other
detailing the evolution of my
home garden. I play piano, participating regularly in Steinway
Piano Gallery’s adult recitals
as a performer and as a paintwhile-you-play fine artist.

Where were you born?

I was born in Montréal and
grew up on the South shore. We

moved to Burlington, Ontario
when I was 10, and my family
moved to England a few years
later while my father was on
secondment. When I’d visit, my
mother and I would head to the
major museums and exhibitions.
I moved to Ottawa to complete
a Bachelor of Arts in Visual
Arts and another in Theory and
Art History at the University of
Ottawa (U of O). Then I moved
to Montréal where I completed
a Master of Arts in Art History
at the Université de Montréal. I
moved back to Ottawa about 20
years ago.

Why did you choose your
occupation? Did you ever
consider another occupation?

My current career is my ‘Plan
B’; the original plan was to become an interpreter and paint
as a hobby. Studying translation was less stimulating than
expected, so I switched to the
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art history program at U of
O. As an undergrad I specialized in modern European art,
then 14th-century Italian portraiture as a graduate student.
I obtained a Creating Landscapes certificate from Guelph
University a few years ago, so
now the challenge is to redefine my career so that it taps
into all of those skills and experiences.

What is the most important
thing in your life right now?

Cendré (Cinderfella) my cat,
my friends and neighbours, and
neighbours who are like family, my art, my garden and my
home are all important.

Why do you live in Manor Park?

It’s a quiet, mature neighbourhood with character. As soon as
I walked into this house, I knew
I was home.

If you could live anywhere
else in the world, where
would you go and why?

Montréal because it’s where
my heart is; but Venice is a
close second.

What do you do to stay healthy?
I run year-round — even in
the snow! I also cycle, hike,
downhill ski and kayak. I keep
a journal, paint, cook, take photos, play piano, listen to music
and maintain my garden. I take
naps with Cendré, go on day
trips and stay connected with
friends.

What was the last book
that you read?

Tables Florentines by Franco
Sacchetti, a 14th-century poet
and novelist, is a humorous
snapshot of real Florentine locals.

What has been one of your
biggest challenges?

Renovating my home and

I’m Lili Caron.
I’m a medievalist
and art historian by
training but I also
run a specialized
translation business
since 2001. ...I’ve
been adjusting my
career to give art history, painting, writing
and playing piano a
bigger place in my
life.
transforming the garden. Ask
me about hand-weeding crabgrass or suffocating goutweed!

If you could have dinner
with any three people alive
or dead, who would you
choose?
What would you serve?

I would invite Francis Petrarch
and ask him about his portraits
and his garden. I would invite
my maternal grandfather: we
had a special bond, and he was
my biggest supporter for my
academic endeavours. I would
also invite Marie Crevet, a fille
à marier and one of my first direct female ancestors. I’d want
to know what prompted her to
leave her home in France and
start a new life in NouvelleFrance. I would prepare a medieval dinner, with recipes
taken from my well-used The
Medieval Kitchen cookbook.
To drink, I’d serve hypocras,
similar to mulled wine.

Who would you cast to play you
in a movie about your life?

Judy Dench, because she has
an extraordinary ability to melt
into her character.

If I won the lottery,
I would spend my
winnings on...?

I would invest some of the
winnings, finish home renovations, buy a Steinway grand
piano, travel and buy a fixerupper palazzo in the Veneto
region.

What is your favourite
childhood memory?

A 2½-week bus tour of Italy
with a few high-school students
and teachers. We were in Rome
the day Italy won the World
Cup, and it just happened to be
my birthday.

My favourite thing about
Ottawa is...?

The bike paths, the ski hills,
being close to nature, and the
fact that Ottawa still has a bigsmall-town feel. The bonus is
that it’s only 2 hours away from
Montréal.

My least favourite thing
about Ottawa is...?
There’s no opera house.

Where do you see yourself
in 5 years?

I hope I will still be living
in Manor Park but the major
renovations are done, and my
garden is a lush and healthy
self-sustaining ecosystem. I’ve
published a book on my adventures as a homeowner and
photo-journal of cat stories.
I’m selling work on commission such as memorial cat
portraits and paintings to commemorate a piano recital. I’m
travelling to Europe regularly.

What do you wish to teach
people about the world?
Look deeper.

When all is said and done...?

Feel the fear but do it anyway
because when you jump the net
will appear.
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Why it’s smart to make a will even if you’re still healthy
(NC) Although we may contemplate it from time to time,
many of us don’t think seriously about preparing a will.
But it’s probably the most important document we will ever
write, and there’s no time like
the present to write a will and
enjoy the peace of mind that
comes from having it done.
Here are a few guidelines:
Should I consult a lawyer? Some people try to save
money by drafting a will on
their own. While completing
a ready-made will that can be
purchased for a few dollars
may seem appealing, it may
end up costing more money for
the people you wished to benefit with your estate.
Wills are governed by provincial legislation, which can
change. You may also not be
an expert on the ins and outs
of taxation and how to reduce
what will need to be paid. One
unclear sentence or phrase
could put your will into legal
limbo for a very long time.
The cost of having a professionally drafted will is far
less than most people realize.
You can also save money by
making sure you are organized
and ready before seeing a lawyer by creating a record of your
important documents and the
names of your immediate family, executor and beneficiaries.
The less time you spend with
the lawyer, the lower the cost

of preparing your will.
What will happen if I don’t
have a will? The court will appoint an administrator to manage your estate. Provincial
legislation will determine who
your beneficiaries will be, and
this may include some people
whom you had no intention of
remembering.
The process is generally
costlier in terms of both administrative expenses and lost tax
advantages, leaving much less
than you may have intended for
your chosen beneficiaries. And
some of the bequests you had
always intended to make, such
as to your church, your favourite health charity or organizations like Amnesty International that you supported in your
lifetime, would be ignored.
What is an executor? This
is the person you choose to be
responsible for using your assets as needed to pay any outstanding debts and to file a final income tax return. They are
also responsible for preserving
your assets until they can be
sold or transferred to your beneficiaries. Any adult can be an
executor including one or more
of the following: your spouse, a
family member, a friend, a trust
company or a lawyer.
A free information package
on wills can be received by writing to Amnesty International,
1992 Yonge Street, Suite #310,
Toronto, Ontario, M4S 1Z7.

EXPERTS@ELMWOOD
SPEAKERS SERIES PRESENTS

JES S ICA LA H E Y
THE GIFT OF FAILURE

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 2ND
7:30 p.m.
Join us for an unforgettable evening
with teacher, speaker and bestselling
author, Jessica Lahey, as she explores
the concept of “overparenting”
and demonstrates how sometimes,
despite our best intentions, being too
protective can actually undermine

our children’s confidence. A firm
believer in allowing children to make
mistakes, Lahey demonstrates that
when kids are taught to embrace
failure—and not perfection—they
will grow into strong, confident,
and self-reliant adults.

Reserve your seats now for this complimentary
event at info.elmwood.ca/lahey

Considering Elmwood
for your daughter?

Come to our Open House on Saturday,
October 20 to find out more about the School.
RSVP AT INFO.ELMWOOD.CA/OPEN

Inspiring Girls.

ALL GIRLS • PRE-KINDERGARTEN TO GRADE 12 • INTERNATIONAL BACCALAUREATE • ELMWOOD.CA
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MANOR PARK COMMUNITY COUNCIL
Providing recreational activities for Manor Park and its neighbours

www.manorpark.ca

Board of Directors
Officers

Main Office: 100 Braemar 613-741-4776 Community Centre: 100 Thornwood 613-741-4753
email: mpcc@manorpark.ca Follow us on Twitter @ManorParkcc

www.manorpark.ca

FROM THE DESK OF:

Co-Chairs: Allison Seymour,
Tom Golem
Treasurer: Paula Kirton
Secretary: Elizabeth Ainslie

Directors

Marianne Blais, Michael
Kremmel, Maureen Rivoche,
Allison Seymour, Jennifer
Thiessen, Erin Yoshida

EMPLOYEES

Lana Burpee
Executive Director

Manor Park Playschool

Meghan Wright, Supervisor
Jennifer Coulas

Before- and After-School
in Manor Park
Nancy Carisse
Program Supervisor
Meagan Noonan
Assistant Supervisor
Tobore Anethua
Halime Ayata
Mohamed Cheikhezzein
Jamie Gladwin
Tetyana Gedeonova
Celeste Gibson
Stephen Goossesn
Brittany Juelich
Dolly Kwan
Andreanne Lachapelle
Emma Miyazaki
Kelsey Munro
Jenny Ou
Felix Policarpio
Mehrnaz Riazi
Shahana Sharmin
Lindsay Watson
Jennifer Watt

Manor Park Playschool
Meghan Wright
Supervisor
Jennifer Watt

Recreation

Stephanie Sears
Arts Supervisor
Louise Hannant
Adult fitness
Laurie Hemmings
Watercolor Painting
Michael Markov
Heart Wise fitness
Julie McInnes
Cooking
Matt McKechnie
Gardening
Lindsay Watson
Art

MPCC Co-Chairs

ALLISON SEYMOUR
& TOM GOLEM
Welcome back from summer, Manor Park! The MPCC
has been busy through the
lazy hazy days of the past few
months starting with the official
opening of our newly renovated
Community Centre (aka Field
House). The MPCC Board of
Directors and staff hosted a
Ribbon Cutting Ceremony on
June 23 with invited guests
Mayor Jim Watson, Councillor
Tobi Nussbaum and MP Mona
Fortier in attendance.
The Mayor delighted children in the outdoor soccer program by presenting each child
with a participation ribbon and
he presented the MPCC with a
commemorative plaque to mark
the reopening of the building.
The Centre was active with displays and activities from key
MPCC programs.
Visitors were invited to
share ideas for how the Centre can continue to evolve as a
hub for our community where
we can come together to learn,
play and connect. If you have
not yet had a chance to visit
the renovated centre, which is
more spacious, functional and
bright, please drop by and share
your ideas.
Over the summer MPCC
has seen a few staffing changes

Your
Community
Centre:
Your
‘meeting –
sharing –
learning –
playing’
space!

Maureen Rivoche (Director), Tom Golem (Co Chair), Allison Seymour (Co Chair), Mayor Jim Watson, Elizabeth Ainslie (Director), Councillor Tobi Nussbaum, Mike Kremmel (Treasurer)

marked by the departures of Darren Fournier (Program Director)
and Christine Poirier (Supervisor, Manor Park Playschool). We
thank them both for their important contributions made to the
MPCC and wish them success in
their future career endeavours.
Additionally, we congratulate
Stephanie Sears (BFA, B.Ed.)
who has been promoted to a
newly created position of Arts
Supervisor responsible for arts,
camps and community building. Stephanie will be joined in
the fall by a Sports Supervisor
to grow and develop active programming for all ages.
With these changes come
opportunities to add new talent to the MPCC team and we
welcome Meghan Noonan,
(RECE) as Assistant Supervisor,
Just inside the west entrance
of the Manor Park Community
Centre are idea boards. Easy to
identify, the two poster-sized
boards are covered with colourful pieces of paper — each
an idea on how to fill the community centre with activities.
Under the theme of ‘Social
Spaces’ residents have shared
how the community centre
will be a meeting and sharing space. Highlights include:
movie nights, garden party,
hosting a refugee family, children’s birthday parties, plant
exchange, and corn roast.
Under the ‘Learn and Play
Space’, you agree that no one

‘Before- and After-School
in Manor Park’ and Meghan
Wright (RECE) as Supervisor,
Manor Park Playschool. The
evolution and development of the
MPCC team supports our strategic direction and will enable
MPCC to continue to increase its
programming and serve broader
community needs from early
learning and playschool to recreational activities and community
events for all ages.
Finally, the Summer Day
Camps run by the MPCC were
a huge success and were sold
out! We thank Stephanie Sears,
Supervisor and Counsellors Jennifer Sweeney, Maddy Mackay,
Innes Buck and Danica Davies;
as well as the 13 local teen volunteers and the 4 Focus on Youth
staff from Ottawa-Carleton

Everyone is invited to
suggest an idea!
Drop-in on weekdays
from 8:30 a.m. to
4:30 p.m. and put
your own suggestion
on our idea board
is too old (or young) to learn
and play through workshops,
lectures or instructional programs built around any area
of interest. Here are some of
your interests: garden mainte-

District School Board and 4
from Ottawa Catholic School
Board, who teamed and collaborated to offer an amazing
and diverse program this summer. One of the new camps introduced this year that was a big
hit was Make it from the Kitchen Garden. Campers tended the
tower garden and raised garden
beds and then created delicious
treats from their harvest including pesto, lettuce wraps and basil pizza. Fun and healthy!
We are now ramping up for
our fall and winter programming and again welcome your
ideas. If you’d like to get involved as a volunteer, we would
encourage you to reach out to
either of us (Alison or Tom) or
Lana Burpee, MPCC’s Executive Director.
nance 101; bridge classes and
games; running a business,
crafting workshops, choir or
music group, playgroups, art
appreciation, and hiking / skiing group.
Everyone is invited to
suggest an idea! Drop-in on
weekdays from 8:30 a.m. to
4:30 p.m. and put your own
suggestion on our idea board at
Manor Park Community Centre, 100 Thornwood Rd. Can’t
make it in? Send us an email at
ideas@manorpark.ca . or call
us at 613-741-4753
Watch for your ideas and
suggestions to come to life in
2019!
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Introducing the new team for new
recreational programs
By Lana Burpee,
Executive Director, Manor Park
Community Council
With the Ribbon Cutting opening of the
newly renovated Manor Park Community Centre, our aim is to fill the building with new and innovative programming! We are adding new supervisors
to our Manor Park Community Council
(MPCC) team. Let me introduce you to
them.

Stephanie Sears, Arts Supervisor

Many of you have met Stephanie, either
by dropping into the community centre
office this summer, or while she was
Assistant Supervisor of our licensed
child-care program.
As Arts Supervisor, Stephanie will
be responsible for developing engaging programming in the arts category in
drop-in, workshop or sessional formats.
We want arts for everyone!
Stephanie will bring her passion

for the arts (she has a Bachelor of Fine
Arts) to her new position. She has experience as Assistant Supervisor, ‘Beforeand After-School in Manor Park’; as a
certified teacher; and as camp counselor
extraordinaire.

Meghan Wright, Supervisor and Head
Instructor, Manor Park Playschool

Since 2002, the Manor Park Playschool
has been welcoming preschoolers into
a warm and caring environment where
there are encouraged to learn through
play. Under our new Supervisor, the
program will continue to develop a
‘preparation for kindergarten’ format.
To her job, Meghan will bring
formal training as a Registered Early
Childhood Educator (RECE), with professional experience of more than 12
years in that field. She also brings leadership skills as a distance professor for
St. Lawrence College and her experience as a mom whose child attended the
Playschool.

She will build on the successful
program led by Christine Poirier (who
now returns to teaching elementary
school on a full-time basis) and will be
supported by Jennifer Watt. Watch her
warm personality, commitment to the
growth of individual children, and attention to every detail that supports a
learning environment bring the Manor
Park Playschool to exciting new levels.

Meagan Noon, Assistant
Supervisor, Before- and After-School
in Manor Park

Meagan Noonan is a motivated and
compassionate RECE, who takes on the
position of Assistant Supervisor, ‘Before- and After-School in Manor Park’
following Stephanie’s promotion.
Meagan earned her Early Childhood Education, Level III Advanced
Diploma from Saskatchewan Polytechnic in 2004. Born and raised in
Regina, we are delighted to have
her relocate to Ottawa, with her hus-

HEART WISE

Core & Upper Body Class (for men)
This class is about having fun while working hard! It starts
with a 15-minute warm-up with high intensity intervals (HIIT)
followed by balance and strength exercises for arms and
shoulders. You’ll do squats, push-ups, planks, side planks
and much more. The hour ends with a thorough stretch, and
time for mindful relaxation. By focusing on the deep core
muscles, you gain the strength and stability needed to support and protect your body during physical activities. Proper
training of the core provides better posture and balance,
while supporting our joints and spine. Mats, gliders, therabands, small balls, stability balls, and music are provided.
Louise Hannant, CanFitPro Certified Personal Trainer
Wednesdays, September 19 to November 5
7–8 p.m.
Manor Park Public School (Small Gym)
100 Braemar St.
$75

Party HEARTy
The most fun you can have while getting your heart rate up!
Program of dance aerobic to upbeat Latin music makes
every class a party.
Dance elements from cha-cha, salsa, rhumba, tango — but
participants don’t need to know how to dance! No partners
need. No experience needed. It’s easy.
As a Heart Wise program, participants are assured that the
program: meets strict criteria; provides excellent exercise for
the heart; is safe to do; promotes longevity; and contributes
to an active lifestyle.
And why shouldn’t everyone dance in the afternoon?
Wednesdays:
September 26 – November 14
November 21 – January 16 2019, except December 26
12:30–1:30 p.m.
Fridays:
September 21 – November 9 2018
November 16 – January 11, 2019, except December 28
12:30–1:30 p.m.
Manor Park Community Centre
100 Thornwood Road
$75

band and two children, and join us in
Manor Park.
To her job, she will bring a steady
confidence that comes with 14 years
of work with children (3 months to 12
years) in a variety of settings. Meagan
loves a strong community and that ideal
will inspire her work with us.

Sports Supervisor

Hiring has not been completed
for this position but the successful
candidate will be an enthusiastic team
player, who is creative and passionate about getting everyone moving.
Could this be you? Send your resume to
jobs@manorpark.ca.
You are invited to meet our new
management team members by dropping by our (new!) recreation office in
the Manor Park Community Centre,
weekdays between 9 a.m. and 4 p.m. or
by visiting the licensed child-care office located in the Manor Park Public
School.

Stay Strong and Stable
This class is about strength and stability training in a fun atmosphere! A great introduction to exercises that strengthen
the legs and work on your balance and co-ordination — an
aid to staying safe by preventing falls. This training can add
years of independent living while you are in good health,
and the opportunity to manage chronic conditions. We work
to music and use balls, therabands and gliders for an extra
challenge.
Louise Hannant, CanFitPro Certified Personal Trainer
Thursdays, September 20 – November 10
11:30 am–12:30 p.m.
Manor Park Community Centre
100 Thornwood Rd.
$50
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MANOR PARK TALKS
Our newly developed speaker series in Manor Park will soon be
returning to the newly renovated
Manor Park Community Center!
If you have a topic that you
wish to speak about, or are an
expert in, the MPCC is now accepting expressions of interest
for fall 2018 and winter 2019. If
there is an area of interest that
you would like us to find a guest
speaker for, let us know. Please
contact ideas@manorpark.ca.

ART PROGRAMS
Watercolour Painting with
Laurie Hemmings
Laurie’s classes have accumulated a large and loyal following
and are known to sell out. Come
and learn from a master!
Classes resume this fall on
Saturday mornings inside the
newly renovated Manor Park
Community Centre. Registration will be on a first-come,
first-served basis. Registration
opens online in early September
at manorpark.ca. Supplies not
included.
Saturdays, September 22 –
November 10
9:30–noon
Manor Park Community Centre
100 Thornwood Road

Manor Park Playschool

$125

www.manorpark.ca
MANOR PARK STRINGS
Did you know that Manor Park
has a community string ensemble?
This newly established string
ensemble is looking for people
of all ages who like to make
music on violins, violas, cellos
and basses. The group meets for
guided rehearsals and the enjoyment of learning and playing
classical repertoire together.
New players, especially of
violins and violas, are welcomed.
Approximately grade 5 RCM or
Suzuki book 4 level is recommended.
Musicians return this fall
to the Manor Park Community
Center.
Starting Sunday, September
16, 6–8 p.m. and continuing
every second Sunday.
Contact Sheila MacMillan
at drjenkins@sympatico.ca to
participate.

Perfect preparation
for kindergarten!
Since 2002, the Manor Park
Playschool has welcomed children to learn through play. Today, the Playschool provides
quality half-day recreational
programming to children eligible to start kindergarten the
following year. Their perfect
introduction to school!
Guided by experienced
instructors, children in the
Playschool explore the world

around them through play, art,
stories, games and more. Ageappropriate toys, books and
games, themed towards the
children's interests, make this
program an excellent way to
get your child ready for school.
The program takes place
in the Manor Park Community
Centre, nestled in an environment of grassy lawns, treed
parkland and preschooler-

friendly play structures, making it the perfect home for the
Manor Park Playschool. Parents are invited to bring their
preschooler in for a visit.
Preschool programming
will be offered on Tuesdays,
Wednesdays and Thursdays
from 8:30 to 11:00 a.m.
For information see playschool@manorpark.ca or call
613-741-4753.

Meet the Board of Directors
Allison Seymour
Tom Golem		
Michael Kremmel
Elizabeth Ainslie
Maureen Rivoche
Jennifer Thiessen
Erin Yoshida

Co-Chair
Co-Chair
Treasurer
Secretary

Meeting schedule

The Board of Directors of the Manor Park
Community Council (MPCC) meets every
fourth Wednesday (September to June) at 7
p.m. in the Manor Park Community Centre.

Manor Park

PLAYSCHOOL

'Where children laugh, learn and play.'

Half-day program that engages
preschool children in a fun and enriching
learning environment.
Perfect preparation for Kindergarten!
Manor Park Community Council
mpcc@manorpark.ca
613-741-4776
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Camps in Manor Park

‘Can I come to camp every day?’
By Stephanie Sears
Summer Day Camps in Manor
Park are a staple in our community: a place where kids can
grow, build new friendships,
cultivate their natural curiosity
and create lasting memories.
Camps here are very special.
The sound of crickets singing, while morning dew twinkles on the grass, welcomes
campers each morning. Birds
and cicadas sing in harmony,
and you will often hear children
laughing and playing.
Apart from how wonderful the surroundings are, Summer Day Camps in Manor Park

From incredible and
thoughtful planning,
to actively engaging
with children during
play, I’m not sure
how it gets better
than this.
have also a newly renovated
building with a spacious layout that lends itself beautifully
to the functioning of camp.
The renovation has allowed us
ample space for cooking comfortably in the Make it from the

CLOTHES FOR A
CAUSE – ENCORE!
Sale of Vintage and Good Quality
Men’s and Women’s
Pre-loved Clothes and Accessories
to raise money for the
Rideau-Rockcliffe Community Resource Centre

10am - 4pm, September 29, 2018
St. Bartholomew’s Church
125 MacKay St., New Edinburgh
Cash Only

To donate items, before Septenber 15
please contact:
communications@crcrr.org or 613-745-0073 x 145

kitchen garden camp, also to
take shelter during rainy days.
The air conditioning has also
been a blessing this summer
amidst the extreme heat.
With these qualities, it’s almost as if Summer Day Camps
in Manor Park have a stacked
deck. But to sweeten the deal
even further, the counsellors
this past season (Jenn Sweeney,
Innes Buck, Maddy Mackay
and Danica Davies) have gone
above and beyond to create
something truly special. From
incredible and thoughtful planning, to actively engaging with
children during play, I’m not
sure how it gets better than this.
With such highlights as creating mermaid eggs in Under the
Sea camp, to making fresh basil
pizza from scratch in Make it
from the kitchen garden camp,
campers have left with smiles
on their faces all summer long.
Some don’t even want to leave!
Other highlights include,
cooking fresh homemade gnocchi with garden-fresh tomato
sauce, having Postman Tony
visit with his mail truck, the visit from Constable Calixte from
the Ottawa City Police, spontaneous water-balloon fights and
camp-wide tug-of-war!
Our beautiful boxed gardens have also been a real focus
this summer at camp. They’ve
allowed campers to see how
some of their favourite vegetables grow and change. Campers
have been so fortunate to sample fresh tomatoes straight from
the garden, along with kale and
basil among other things. It’s
been a truly delightful way to
allow children to get excited
about what types of healthy
food choices they are making.
Thanks to all who participated this summer and for helping to create a positive, welcoming community at Summer
Day Camps in Manor Park.

Best homemade pizza dough recipe
Recipe type: dinner
Serving: 1 large pizza or
several small

Ingredients
•
•
•
•
•
•

2 1/4 teaspoons yeast
(active, dry)
2 tablespoons sugar
1 1/2 cups water
1 teaspoon salt
3 tablespoons olive oil
3 cups flour (all-purpose
flour)

Toppings
•
•
•

2 cups pizza sauce
8 ounces mozzarella
cheese
Fresh-chopped basil

Instructions

1. Add yeast, sugar, and
water to a large mixing bowl. Let sit for 10
minutes.
2. Stir in salt, oil and

3.

4.
5.

6.

flour. Knead dough on a
floured surface just until
no longer sticky. Put in a
greased bowl and let rise
until doubled, about 1
hour.
Punch dough down and
put on your pizza pan.
Allow it to rest for a
few minutes, then roll
out. Let sit again for 10
minutes.
Roll out on pizza pan.
Cook at 425 degrees F
for about 10 minutes.
Spread sauce over crust
and sprinkle with grated
cheese. Top with fresh
basil. Return to the oven
for 10-15 minutes.
Allow to cool for 5 minutes before serving.

Recipe adapted from:
www.superhealthykids.com/
best-homemade-pizza-crust/
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Top the Tower art contest

ModBox Developments engages local community in $25,000 art contest
Submissions welcome for art installation within the St. Charles Market landmark bell tower.

ModBox, the developer of
St. Charles Market, located
at 140 Beechwood Ave., is
inviting community members
and local artists to submit
design ideas for an art installation to be placed within a
neighbourhood
landmark,
the bell tower of St. Charles
Market, and a chance to receive $25,000 to design and
build their vision.
St. Charles Church was
built in 1908 and held its last
service in 2010. During this
time, it served not only as a
venue to practice one’s religion, but as the central hub,
the gathering place, the community’s centre. The church
is the cornerstone of the area’s
Francophone heritage and an
important part of the community’s history.
The bell tower was first
erected in 1913 and the bell
was rung as a call to gather
and to celebrate special occasions. When the church was
deconsecrated in 2014, prior
to its sale, the bell was removed by the former congregation. ModBox is delighted
to install a new art fixture to
symbolize another chapter and

toast the future of this community space.
“The bell tower has been
a beacon to the community
for decades. As a landmark, it
represents both a community
welcome and the location of
an important gathering place.

Finding the right art piece to
grace the bell tower is a critical element in the long journey
of bringing this project back
to the community." Darryl
Squires, CEO, ModBox.
Construction, managed by
The Lake Partnership Inc.,

is currently underway. The
forecourt will be professionally landscaped and once again
serve as an open gathering spot
with public places, patios and
benches. St. Charles Market
will consist of 56 high-end residential units, including three

townhomes and the church itself will be reimagined as an
accessible, chef-driven food
experience.
The “Top the Tower” art
contest will be open to Canadian citizens or permanent residents over the age of 18. Submission requirements will be
available online at stcharlesmarket.ca/art-contest, and contest progress can be followed
online using #topthetower.
Submissions will be accepted
from September 5, 2018 to October 31, 2018 and evaluated
based on the following criteria:
• connection to St. Charles
Church and/or the Vanier
community;
• originality;
• design integration with
overall project vision; and
• durability for outdoor use.
The public will be encouraged to vote and comment on
the final five candidates on
Facebook@stcharlesmarket.
The finalists will then be reviewed by a VIP judging panel
and the winner will be selected.
Contact: Andre Cloutier at
andre@modbox.ca and
613-697-0331.
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Remember to take a copy of The Chronicle with you
on vacation! Take a picture of yourself with it and
send it to us.
You might just see yourself in the newspaper!

Suzanne Laporte (Lonsdale Ave.) and Sandelle Scrimshaw (Farnham Cres.) are seen with the January 2018 edition
of The Chronicle in the century-old Bar Plaza Dorrego in the heart of San Telmo and adjacent to a renowned open-air
market in Buenos Aires, Argentina. Antiques and curios attract locals and foreigners alike while tango dancers perform on the surrounding cobble-stoned streets to the sounds of nostalgic and sensual melodies. From the sophistication, vibrancy and wonderful blend of European and Argentinian cultures of Buenos Aires, their trip in February/
March took them to the breathtaking Iguazu Falls (one of the seven natural wonders of the world) and then to the
Mendoza region, renowned for its excellent wines, its magnificent Andes vistas and therapeutic thermal spas.
No trip to Argentina would be complete without a stay on an Estancia where visitors get a flavour of traditional
ranch life, including the charm and warm hospitality of the gauchos.

ETIQUETTE MATTERS
3.

4.

CECILIA PITA

5.

www.ceciliapita.com
It’s my anniversary!
This month’s issue marks the
10th anniversary of my first article in the Manor Park Chronicle and I’d like to thank the
staff and you, the reader, for
your continued support. Your
ideas, feedback, and encouragement continue to inspire me,
as I hope I do you.
As I reflect and look back
on this time, I realize I’ve
learned some truths about manners and kindness, and that there
are some things we all ought to
make more time for. So, in the
spirit of back-to-school, here’s
my list of lessons learned.

Truths:

1. You can definitely live an
existence with bad manners,
but life is often easier with
good manners.
2. There is strength in being
kind. Forgiving someone
who hurt us, showing
compassion to those who
we may feel don’t deserve
it and moving on and not

6.

7.

8.

9.

letting things or people get
to us, is empowering.
Even if you don’t know the
rules, like, for example,
which fork to use, as long
as you make every effort
to be polite, people will
forgive a little faux-pas.
How you act and treat others when no one you know
is watching is who you
really are.
Treating people with
kindness and respect has a
ripple effect.
The company you keep influences your own behaviour, thoughts, and attitude
more than you think.
It is always possible to
stand up for yourself
without resorting to unkind
language.
Even if we don’t agree
with each other, we should
still be respectful towards
one another. However, not
everyone agrees with this.
No matter how much I
advocate for having good
manners, there will always
be someone who dismisses,
mocks, or tries to belittle
their importance.

Make time to:

1. Write more things by hand.
There’s a huge difference
between sending someone
a text or email, and writing
a thoughtful note. Whether
you’re thanking someone,
offering congratulations, or
even expressing affection,
the handwritten word moves
people in a way that words

on a screen simply can’t.
2. Pause when answering.
Thanks to technology,
we’ve been conditioned to
respond in an instant, but if
we take a moment to consider our thoughts before
responding, we show confidence and intelligence,
and may even avoid saying
or texting something we
might later regret.
3. Stop and enjoy an experience instead of seeing
it through a phone in an
effort to document it all for
social media.
4. Connect with more people
in person. Trying to sustain
relationships digitally may
be convenient, but it can
make us feel lonely and
isolated. Conversely, meeting people face to face is
not only healthy but also
increases and strengthens
our human connection.
5. Sit down and talk to children about their day. It’s
one of the best ways both
to learn about society and
human dynamics and to cultivate empathy and respect.
6. Do things you enjoy. The
contentment and peace you
feel benefits everyone in
your life.
I’d love to hear what
you’ve learned from me over
the past 10 years. Maybe
there’s a topic you’d like
discussed? Please email me at
cpita@savoirfairecanada.com.
My goal is always to improve
how we treat one another.
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Cardinal Glen Park
renovation completed
Allan Martel
President, Cardinal Glen
Community Association
The park in Cardinal Glen has
undergone a comprehensive
renovation that started more
than 3 years ago under the leadership of then Councillor Peter
Clarke with the preparation
of the Concept Plan. Funding
stemmed largely from the “Section 37” funds associated with
higher allowable density for the
construction of the Brigil building at the corner of Dunbarton
Ct. and St Laurent Blvd. This
reconstruction is a fine example
of “Section 37” funds deployment within the community.
The process of park reconstruction has not been without
hiccups as the originally contracted firm went bankrupt after starting the project in autumn 2017.
This resulted in unavoidable
delays and a revised completion
date target of August 15, 2018
for the newly retained contractor. Costs also increased, which
meant calling on Councillor Tobi
Nussbaum and scraping together
whatever additional funds could
be found to complete the venue
as originally conceived.
In spite of the delays, as the
old chestnut goes, you’ve ‘gotta’ love it when a plan comes
together and boy has this plan
come together. As Cardinal
Glen evolves from a community of older residents to one that

is now made up also of dozens
of families with young children,
the park has been designed to
accommodate this evolution.
With a large section dedicated
to play structures (slides, climbers, swings, etc.); a gazebo with
picnic table; a state-of-the-art
splash pad; games table and
(soon to be added) shuffleboard; and large grassed play
areas, this greenspace has it all!
There is far more to this facility than meets the eye. As but
one example, the underground
structures to support the splash
pad are quite extensive. The
mulch used around the play
structures should remain weed
free and far more sanitary than
a sand base. The concrete and
asphalt areas have been built
to high standards and should
stand up to relatively heavy use
and remain in fine condition
for years to come. In all, well
planned and well executed.
The Cardinal Glen Community Association hosts an
Annual Picnic in the Park each
Canada Day featuring free barbequed food, drinks and cake.
In 2018, we postponed this
event, which is now scheduled
for Sunday September 9, 2018
starting at noon. This will also
serve as our Official Opening
for the park.
Please feel free to drop in
and enjoy this park anytime:
take this as your official invitation. See you there!

Are your tires
environmentally friendly?
(NC) As the need for more
sustainable transportation solutions grows, we’ve started
turning to hybrids and electric
cars to keep our rides green.
But one component that is often neglected and rarely considered green is the tires.
But thanks to technological advancements, innovative new materials and earthfriendly recycling initiatives,
tires are increasingly supporting the sustainability of our
planet. And tire manufacturers
are working hard to create initiatives, strategies and products that will reduce a tire’s
carbon footprint.
“We strive for safer and
more eco-friendly transportation,” said Hans Dyhrman
for Nokian Tyres, a Finnish
tire manufacturer. “We take
responsibility for the environmental impacts of our products throughout their entire
lifecycle and want to ensure
consumers are aware of the
significant importance purchasing tires can have on the
environment.”
To find out if your tires
are friendly to our environment, see if your tire maker
adheres to these best practices.
Innovative manufacturing. The environmental im-

pacts from tire production
include odour, dust emissions, noise, waste, energy
consumption and solvent
emissions. Overall, the products and ingredients used in
an eco-friendly tire will differ
greatly from a typical tire. For
example, Nokian Tyres uses
virgin raw materials and only
purified, low-aromatic oils.
These natural and recycled ingredients allow for less manufacturing and fewer harsh
chemicals to be released into
the environment.
Tire performance. Today,
fuel-efficient vehicles are
becoming more of the norm
due to consumers’ increasing
desire to protect the planet.
However, many drivers don’t
realize the impact tires have
on fuel consumption. Poor
tires that wear out quickly
burn through more gas, there-
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Daycare

• Infant, Toddler, Preschool
Programs
• Daily Academic Enrichment
• French & Bilingual
Programs
• Play Based Learning
• Daily Physical Education
(full sized gym)
• Weekly specialized Science
and Music instruction

An n é e s

JK-Grade 8

• Daily Physical Education
• English Language with Core &
Extended French Options
• Enriched & Engaging Curriculum
• Multiple Intelligence Approach
• Award winning Science Program
• School clubs
• Curriculum includes specialty
instruction in Music, Drama, Robotics,
Art, Cooking & Technology

Facilities Include

fore allowing a vehicle to contribute to more pollution. Tires
that are reduced in weight and
rolling resistance help cut the
exhaust gas emissions and formation of greenhouse gases.
Lifespan. It’s simple –
increased longevity of a tire
results in a decrease in the
amount of tires being replaced
and disposed of. Cutting back
on the number of tires that
need to be produced helps reduce production pollution and
saves time and money for customers and manufacturers.
Recycling. Discarded tires
can serve various recycling
applications. For example, recycled tires can be combusted
for energy, as the heating value
of tires is close to that of oil.
Additionally, part of recycled
tires can be utilized as construction material. They can be
shredded to replace rock materials in various road construction and civil engineering applications or can be turned into
ground rubber.
If the carcass of a tire is
undamaged, it can also be retreaded. Compared to a brand
new tire, retreading uses significantly less materials and
saves immensely on the energy needed in the manufacturing stage.

Full-sized Gym, Science Room, Chemistry
Lab, MAC Computer Lab, Green House,
Instructional Kitchen, and Art Studio.

High School

• Academic Credit Courses Available
• Full Year Math & Phys. Ed. credit
instruction - supporting a balanced
academic curriculum
• High Skills Major in Phys. Ed.,
Environmental Studies, and Extended
French
• 10 Credits Available Per Year
• Personalized Academic Pathway to
College or University!

Schedule your visit today!

613-842-8047

Main Campus

OAC Campus

Infant - High School
641 Sladen Ave.
Ottawa On K1K 2S8

Infant-Toddler-Preschool
2525 Lancaster Rd.
Ottawa On K1B 4L5

www.St-LaurentAcademy.com

of
Ministr yion
Educatted
Inspec
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Vaccines aren’t just for kids –
what adults need to know
(NC) As kids grow up, there’s a
very clear schedule for parents
to follow to keep them up-todate on potentially life-saving
vaccinations. While most parents make it a priority for their
kids, immunizations often
don’t top the list when it comes
to taking care of themselves.
“It’s more than just knowing whether or not your immunization records are up to date.
Many adults don’t even know
which vaccines they should
consider,” says Ashley Davidson, a pharmacist at Shoppers
Drug Mart.
“Your local pharmacy is a
great place to start. The pharmacist can provide advice and
save you time by actually administering a number of adult
vaccines.”
Pharmacists in Alberta,
New Brunswick, Nova Scotia
and Prince Edward Island can
both prescribe and administer
adult vaccinations. In most

other provinces except Quebec,
pharmacists can administer
vaccinations following a physician prescription.
Davidson regularly recommends her adult patients consider the following vaccines:
Hepatitis A and B: These
infections can cause the liver
to become inflamed and injured.
They are common
in many parts of the world,
so it’s important to research
travel health risks before vacationing and get vaccinated
if these are present at your
destination.
HPV: The human papilloma virus is a very common
sexually transmitted infection
that causes almost all cervical
cancers and genital warts, as
well as cancer in other parts of
the body. HPV vaccinations are
publicly funded for girls and
boys in some provinces. What
many don’t know is that even if
you’ve had a previous HPV in-

fection, getting vaccinated can
still protect you against other
strains. This means adult men
and women can benefit from
vaccination too.
Pneumococcal
disease:
This condition is caused by
bacteria that can infect the
lungs and cause pneumonia.
Vaccination strengthens the
immune system so you’re less
likely to become infected, and
if you do get infected it will be
less severe.
Shingles: This is caused
by the same virus as chickenpox. It most often affects those
over 50 and appears as a painful rash with blisters, usually in
the shape of a band on the side
of the face or body. Up to one in
three people will get shingles,
and vaccination is the best way
to protect yourself.
For more information on
your adult immunization options, speak with your local
pharmacist.

Do you like to sing?
The choir of St. Columba
Anglican Church, 24
Sandridge Road in Manor
Park, is looking to grow.
This dynamic and dedicated group of choristers
extend an invitation to
folks who enjoy singing to
join them and be a part of
the music program at St.
Columba. Reading music
is not required but would
be an asset. We practice
on Thursdays, 7–8:15 p.m
through the fall and spring
months. Our worship
service is Sundays, 9:30–

10:30 a.m so most of the
day is free for your other
activities. Faye Grinberg
Rice, the music director at
St. Columba, would love

to hear from you to answer
any questions. She can be
reached at 613-695-3435
or stcolumbaanglican@
bellnet.ca.
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The Chronicle’s history
captured online
By William Poole
This summer, thanks to the
Canada Summer Jobs Program, I was hired by the
Manor Park Community
Council. My job was to locate all the old editions of
the Manor Park Chronicle
and to make them available to the public. The
digitization project was
not only a great experience for myself but is
now a fantastic tool for the
community to reconnect with
our local heritage.
The Manor Park Chronicle was started over 65 years
ago, in 1948. As you can
imagine, this left me with a
fair bit of newspaper hunting
to do. Due to the help of community volunteers who have
been squirreling away copies
of the newspaper for years
and the assistance of the Ottawa Public Archive, I managed to collect and digitize
more than 5500 pages of historic Manor Park Chronicles.
These past publications are
now available on the Manor
Park Community Association
website, at http://manorparkcommunity.ca/the-chronicle/.
My journey started by

talking to
members of the community who have been involved with the Manor Park
Chronicle in the past. Due to
the nature of volunteer organizations, not everything was
stored and organized. Unfortunately, over the years things
are lost. Luckily, through
members of the community I was able to assemble
a mostly complete archive
of the Chronicle. Once I had
established what years I was
missing I went off to the City
of Ottawa Archive. The Archive staff was very helpful
in finding certain years, and
with their help I managed to
assemble as complete a collection as possible.

With the document
search phase completed, I started my hunt for
a company that specializes in document digitization. I had thought that
this would be the most
difficult part of my task,
but little did I know that
Ottawa, being a government town, would have a
number of these companies.
I talked to a handful before
choosing Terra Reproductions. The digitization process took about a month to
complete, during which time
I set about implementing a
system to host and display the
digitized newspapers.
It was a fantastic experience working over the
summer on the Chronicle
project. Not only did I learn
more about the community
(did you know Disney filmed
parts of one of its movies at
our local rink in the 80s?) but
I got to meet and interact with
fabulous people from the City
Archive and within our own
community. I would like to
encourage you all to go to
http://manorparkcommunity.ca/
the-chronicle/ and take a look
for yourself at our community’s past.

Open House and Ottawa
Bug Day at the
Central Experimental Farm
Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada’s (AAFC) Ottawa Research
and Development Centre (ORDC) have paired up with the Entomological Society of Ontario’s Ottawa Bug Day to offer a great
day of activities at the Central Experimental Farm (960 Carling
Ave.) on Saturday September 8, 2018 from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Admission and parking are free.
Step inside ORDC’s research greenhouses, meet some of the
researchers, see displays of their work, and ask questions about the
science behind the foods you eat. You can even participate in some
science experiments yourself!
Outside, hop-on/hop-off a horse-drawn wagon ride to multiple activities while hearing the agricultural and environmental
research history of the Central Experimental Farm:
• see display plots for soil research and new crop varieties designed to adapt to climate changes;
• learn about research on using “good bugs” to fight “bad bugs”
for sustainable farming;
• keep an eye out for aerial drones and find out how they are
used in agriculture;
• pick your favourite team in the horse-drawn ploughing demonstrations and compare them to more modern machinery;
• take a tour of the AAFC National Collection of Vascular Plants;
• enjoy the specially planted wild pollinator garden and get tips
for attracting them to your garden at home; and
• see the beautifully restored tropical greenhouse with its colourful plantings.
In addition, Ottawa’s popular Bug Day, organized by the Entomological Society of Ontario, returns to the K.W. Neatby Building.
ORDC entomologists will be at the Bug Day event with specimens
from Canada’s world famous National Collection of Insects, Arachnids and Nematodes. Visitors are encouraged to bring in interesting
insects and let the knowledgeable team of bug experts identify them.
Other activities include a live insect zoo, aquatic insects displays,
insect tasting, bug collecting expeditions, tips on how to start your
own bug collection, and the always unpredictable cockroach races.
The ORDC Open House and Ottawa Bug Day are great ways
to experience some of the fantastic research work being done at
the Central Experimental Farm. Rain or shine, come join us for an
activity-filled day of science, learning, and fun.
Information: 1-866-345-7972 or media.relations@agr.gc.ca.
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Please recycle this paper

Governor’s Walk
Best Retirement
Community in Ottawa

The Manor Park Chronicle bid farewell to Managing Editor, Allison Delaney (pictured with Chronicle Advisory Board
member Erin Yoshida) at a summer get-together held at the Manor Park Community Centre in July. Allison served in
the capacity of Managing Editor for seven years. She was replaced by Debbie Gervais this summer.
Photo: Catherine Bourque

Ottawa’s Only Boutique Retirement Residence

Our focus is on wellness, lifestyle choices and healthy living.
We provide superior, full-service independent and supportive
living in an elegant and safe environment.
Starting at $3,900/month
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Starting at $5,400/month

One Bed ~ 470-845 sq. ft.

Starting at $3,300/month

Starting at $2,350/month
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Two Bed ~ 850 sq. ft.

Alcove ~ 360-426 sq. ft.

Studio ~ 270-504 sq. ft.

Only a few suites left!
(613) 564-9255 | governorswalkresidence.com

150 Stanley Ave, Ottawa, ON

Jim Kenward (left to right) and his wife, Gillian, were recognized for their many years of service to the Manor Park
Chronicle at a summer get-together at the Community Centre in July. Presenting Jim and Gillian with gifts was
Chronicle Advisory Board member Erin Yoshida. Photo: Catherine Bourque
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The Manor Park Chronicle is supported entirely by
paid advertising. Do let our advertisers know that you
saw their ad in the Chronicle.
We value their ongoing support and they will appreciate
hearing from you.

Thanks!

5 skills you need for the
jobs of tomorrow
(NC) Canada is undergoing a
major shift from a jobs economy to a skills economy, and our
young people could be at risk
of being left behind. Fortunately, a new report looks into the
way we’ll all need to change to
keep up.
“An assessment of 20,000
skills rankings across 300 occupations and 2.4 million expected job openings shows an
increased demand for foundational skills,” states the 2018
RBC Economics Report – Humans Wanted.
But what exactly does that
mean? Here’s a rundown on
these important “human skills”.
1. Critical thinking. The
risk of automation is high
for jobs that require repeti-

tion, like data entry and even
some data analysis. However,
critical thinking — the ability
to make strong human judgements based on that data — is
still an invaluable skill. There
are a lot of traits that feed into
the skill as well, including
strong empathy, perception
and reasoning.
2. Coordination. Understanding that workplaces succeed when everyone works together in harmony can be one of
the strongest ways to add value.
Workplaces of the future will
seek an employee who is able
not just to get their work done,
but to do it in a way that respects
the time of their colleagues and
timelines of their projects.
3. Social perceptiveness.

Like it or not, a job is driven
by relationships. Knowing how
to navigate these relationships
can separate a good prospective
employee from a great one.
4. Active listening. Though
it may seem like common sense,
concentrating on what someone
is saying — rather than just
hearing it — is a real differentiator among candidates.
5. Complex problem-solving. Innovation will be one of
the most sought-after abilities
in the future. Problems will
arise in the workplaces of tomorrow that we can’t even
envision today, and innovative
thinkers who are able to find
unique solutions will be able to
put their businesses on the path
to success.
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WHAT YOUR NEIGHBOURS ARE READING
YOUNG READERS’
SELECTIONS ARE
ENCOURAGED AND
WELCOME
Please submit titles to
Denise Rackus at
drackus@magma.ca

MANOR PARK
ECLECTIC BOOK CLUB
Sapiens: A Brief History
of Humankind
by Yuval Noah Harari
Harari’s is a speculative reconstruction of human evolution,
supplemented by the author’s
thoughts on recorded history
and the human condition. He
proposes three big revolutions
around which his story revolves:
the Cognitive Revolution of
around 70,000 years ago (articulate language); the Agricultural Revolution of 10,000 years
ago; and the Scientific Revolution of 500 years ago. The last
is part of history, the second is
increasingly well understood,
but the first is still shrouded in a
mystery that DNA research will
probably one day clear up.

BOOKS ON BEECHWOOD BOOK CLUB
Full Disclosure
by Beverley McLachlin
From the former Chief Justice
of Canada comes a riveting
thriller starring Jilly Truitt.

When the affluent and enigmatic Vincent Trussardi is
accused of his wife Laura’s
murder, Jilly agrees to defend
him, despite predictions that
the case is a sure loser and
warnings from those close
to her to stay away from the
Trussardi family. Determined
to prove everyone wrong, Jilly investigates Laura’s death,
hoping to discover a shred
of evidence that might give
the jury a reasonable doubt.
Instead, she is confronted by
damning evidence and uncooperative witnesses at every
turn. Someone isn’t telling the
truth; but who?

THE READERS OF
MANOR PARK
BOOK CLUB
Orhan's Inheritance
by Aline Ohanesian
Aline Ohanesian has created
two remarkable characters —
a young man ignorant of his
family’s and his country’s past,
and an old woman haunted by
the toll the past has taken on
her life. Orhan’s brilliant and
eccentric grandfather Kemal
is found dead, submerged in a
vat of dye. Orhan inherits the
decades-old business but Kemal has left the family estate to
a stranger thousands of miles
away, an aging woman in an
Armenian retirement home in
Los Angeles.

A fictionalized account chronicles Martha Gellhorn's relationship with, and marriage to, Ernest Hemingway — as his last
wife but one. She was the only
wife with ego, independence
and career aspirations to match
his; also the only wife to leave
him, rather than he initiating the
departure. She went on to be a
famous war correspondent and
novelist for 60 years prior to her
death by suicide at age 89.

DUNBARTON
BOOK CLUB
The Storied Life of A.J. Fikry
by Gabrielle Zevin
Thirty-nine-year-old Fikry never
planned on becoming a bookseller, or the proprietor of tiny
Island Books, the only bookstore on tiny Alice Island in New
England. He never planned to be
fighting with all of his being to
keep the store afloat as the book
industry and the economy conspire against him. Tamerlane, the
near-priceless first collection by
Edgar Allen Poe, one of the rarest books in American literature,
has been stolen from his kitchen.
And he certainly never planned
for life without his wife, who —
two months pregnant — died in
a car accident. It is not, however,
about the darkness of Fikry's
existence. Rather, it's about the
power of life to surprise,

DUNBARTON COURT
Tyrant: Shakespeare on
Politics
by Stephen Greenblatt
Submitted by Denis Smith
The career of playwright was
not a safe one in Elizabethan
or Jacobean England. Greenblatt’s opening chapter lays out
the evidence for the dangers of
staging drama in Shakespeare’s
day, culminating in the elderly
Elizabeth I reportedly likening
herself to Shakespeare’s Richard II, a monarch defeated and
finally murdered by rebels.
The Moonstone (1868)
by Wilkie Collins
Submitted by Jackie MacDonald
Wilkie Collins’s spellbinding
tale of romance, theft, and murder inspired a hugely popular
genre — the detective mystery. Hinging on the theft of an
enormous diamond originally
stolen from an Indian shrine,
this riveting novel features the
innovative Sergeant Cuff, the
hilarious house steward Gabriel Betteridge, a lovesick housemaid, and a mysterious band of
Indian jugglers.
Love and Ruin
by Paula McLain
Submitted by Adele Dion

The Sympathizer
by Nguyen Viet Thanh
Submitted by Denise Rackus
The Sympathizer 2016 Pulitzer
Prize winner) tells the story of
an unnamed half-Vietnamese,
half-French communist spy
who lives a double life in Los
Angeles. He makes his way
by duality and subterfuge.
“There’s that experience of
feeling between two worlds,
seeing things from two sides,
being the lone minority in an
environment,” Nguyen said.
The book is meant to be a critique with “something to offend
everyone” and is, he hopes, a
work that brings him closer to
his ideal of writing criticism as
fiction and fiction as criticism.
Little Fires Everywhere
by Celeste Ng
Submitted by Nina LePage
Little Fires Everywhere explores the weight of long-held
secrets and the ferocious pull
of motherhood and the danger of believing that planning
and following the rules can
avert disaster, or heartbreak. In
Shaker Heights, everything is
meticulously planned and no
one embodies this spirit more
than Elena Richardson, whose
guiding principle is playing by
the rules until Mia Warren —
an enigmatic artist and single
mother — arrives in this idyllic
bubble with her teenage daughter Pearl and rents a house from
the Richardsons.
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Parents, beware the September asthma spike
(NC) Every year around the third
week of September, there is an
increase in asthma attacks in Ontario students. It’s known as the
“September Spike.” Researchers
have found that the main reason
for this increase is cold viruses
that spread quickly when students are in close contact with
each other at school. It is also
suspected that over the summer
months many children have interrupted their regular asthma
management schedule, leading
to a loss of asthma control. Other
possible causes include indoor
and outdoor mould and seasonal
pollen, like ragweed.
Effective asthma management requires daily effort. Par-

ents can help to ensure their
child’s asthma is kept under
control with the following steps:
• If your child doesn’t already have a written asthma
action plan, ask your healthcare
provider to complete one for
you. The asthma action plan
helps guide you on what steps
to take if symptoms start.
• Make sure your child is
taking their asthma controller
medication as prescribed. Any
symptoms such as coughing,
wheezing, chest tightness or
shortness of breath can mean
asthma is not under control.
• Children need to have
quick access to their fast-acting
reliever inhaler at all times.

Usually blue in colour, this
inhaler can quickly help to relieve symptoms.
• Under Ryan’s Law, Ontario schools must allow children to carry their asthma medication with the permission of a
parent or guardian.
• Teach children how to
avoid infections by regular
handwashing. Use hand sanitizer when a sink is not available.
• Every member of your
family should get the flu shot
every year. The flu shot reduces
your own risk as well as the risk
to others.
More information at
lungontario.ca.

WHAT’S HAPPENING AT THE LIBRARY
Ottawa Public Library,
St. Laurent Branch
515, Côté St.
Ottawa, ON K1K 0Z8
Tel.: 613-580-2940
Monday to Thursday:
10 a.m. to 8:30 p.m.
Friday: 1 to 6 p.m.
Saturday: 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Activities: September to November 2018

For adults
Every Monday at 7:15 p.m.:
Adult English Conversation
Group
Every Tuesday at 1:30 p.m.:
St-Laurent Social KNITwork
Every Tuesday at 6:30 p.m.:
Adult French Conversation
Group
Every first Tuesday of the
month, 10:00 a.m. to 12:00
noon: Jump Start your Job
Search
(*by appointment only)

Wednesday Sept. 19, 1:00 to
5:00 p.m.: Energy-Bike!

For children

Saturday Sept. 22, 2:00 p.m.:
Atelier DemocracyKit : inciter les citoyens au vote
(en français)

Every Monday at 10:30 a. m.:
Family Storytime

Wednesday Oct. 3, 6:15 p.m.:
Windows Performance T
une-up
Wednesday Oct. 10, 17 and 24,
6:15 p.m. : Cours prénataux
(en français, sur inscription
seulement)
Wednesday Nov. 7, 6:15 p.m.:
Protecting your computer
Saturday Nov. 10, 10:30 a. m.:
How to take better vacation
photos

Every Tuesday at 11:00 a.m.:
Babytime/Bébés à la biblio
(Bilingual)
Every Wednesday at 10:30
a.m.: Contes en famille
(en français)
Every Monday and Tuesday
from 5:00 to 6:00 p.m.: Homework Club
Tuesday Sept. 4, Oct. 2, 4:00
p.m.: Kids Craft Corner
Tuesday Oct. 30, 4:00 p.m.:
Kids Craft Corner

Wednesday Nov. 28, 6:15 p.m.:
How to secure a home-wireless network

Saturday Sept. 15, Oct. 20,
Nov. 17, 2:30 p.m.: Family
Storytime (Bilingual)

Thursday Nov. 29, 6:30 p.m. :
MaFaire son testament (en
français)

Saturday Oct. 27, Dec. 1, 2:30
p.m.: Lego Block Party!
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You really want to go to Toronto?
By John W. Graham

Photo: Desiree Tattersfield

There are a lot of reasons not
to go to Toronto: 401 is a highstress parade of enormous trucks
and once you get there, the traffic is appalling; the homicide
rate is even higher than Ottawa;
and for some of us, worst of all,
that’s where Doug Ford and his
merry band of social Neanderthals hang out. But of course
that’s not the whole story.
If you go by train or fly (the
train is more civilized), you
avoid 401 and Union Station is
located in the heart of the city
and has its own subway station.
Leaving the station you crane
your neck: on almost every
side the high-rise architecture
is stunning. It’s not Manhattan
or Shanghai, but not far off in
soaring steel and glass. And, we
rediscover that there is much
going on at ground level.
My wife and I were there at
the end of steamy July. For her
birthday our kids had bought
tickets to the musical “Come
from Away” at the Royal Alexandra. Naturally they said
“you don’t have to take Dad”
(there must have been some
flaws in our parenting), but she
did. If you haven’t seen it, the
show is terrific, easily justifying the generous acclaim on the
billboards. The curtain came
down to a thunderous standing
ovation. The show could only
have been better if we had been
present when the cast took it
to the municipal hockey arena
in Gander. After the theatre we
walked to a restaurant in nearby
China-Town. At 10 o’clock it
was almost empty. By 11 it was
filling up.
That was our second night.
The first night we went with
Toronto friends to Merlot, one
of their local restaurants in the

West end. Well worth the long
taxi ride (also reachable by Bloor
subway). It’s French and arty, but
unpretentious, reasonably priced,
and best, a wonderful menu.
None of our other meals
were up to that standard. With
other friends we went to a
Mexican restaurant for lunch.
It was vibrating to the sounds
of a live mariachi band. However, the cook was (a) told to
cut corners with the ingredients
or (b) was suffering from a tequila hangover. The meat in my
‘barbacoa’ of alleged lamb was
tendons, fat and several uniden-

On some streets there
are exuberant bursts
of colour from long
rows of flower boxes.
And just about
anywhere it’s
impossible not to be
impressed by the
immense diversity
of ethnicities.
tifiable bits unsuccessfully disguised in chili sauce. The others had more fortunate choices
and ‘Doble Equis’ beer helped
to soothe the palate.
The gastronomic tour goes
on. The next day we foraged
for brunch amid a medley of
sounds, sights and scents at the
St. Lawrence Market — a vast,
warehouse of vegetable, meat,
fish, herb, pickle, bakery and
patisserie stalls interspersed
with a suitably exotic range of
lunch stands. We decided on
the St. Lawrence staple — pea
meal bacon rolls. Beside a stall
offering olives stuffed with
horseradish, we found seats
at a large table. It was shared

with others and Judy engaged
her neighbour in conversation.
He was slightly scruffy (but as
Judy remarked later — no more
than I), bearded, Toronto born
and elderly. He was also genial
and turned out to be a student of
mandarin and a busker. To our
question about the black instrument case, he explained that it
contained a two-string Chinese
violin, which he played every
day near the market entrance.
After lunch we walked
to the Ripley Aquarium close
by the CN Tower. If you like
aquariums this is an amazing
place (not cheap — about $40
for an adult ticket) with a huge
range of fish and other aquatic
creatures, including the extraordinary spidery veils of jelly
fish. For us the most spectacular
feature of the aquarium was the
long Plexiglas tunnel through
which you are carried by a slowmoving belt on a winding walk
along the floor of a tropical lagoon. The inhabitants glide past
on both sides and directly overhead. At first it’s startling — being a foot or two away from a
shark or giant ray.
In between tourist things
and a crowded ferry ride to
Centre Island we walk in downtown Toronto. On some streets
there are exuberant bursts
of colour from long rows of
flower boxes. And just about
anywhere it’s impossible not to
be impressed by the immense
diversity of ethnicities. Skin
colour may be a little lighter
around Bay and King, but not
a big difference — reminding
us that we live in a growing,
mostly peaceable, and generally healthy spectrum. For most
of us, it’s a human dynamic that
seems to work, a continuing
challenge to keep it working,
and a source of pride.
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Numbers are Civilization
By Mel Simoneau
My buddy and I drink European
beers at a local pub. The conversation, this one day, turns to
data and stats. My buddy says
he’s had it with numbers. There
are too many of them and all
are bad, he rails — income tax,
unemployment, poverty, and
crime. “Let’s get rid of all numbers!” he jokes over his Kronenbourg 1664 lager.
Numbers are civilization
itself — stalwart, learned, ageless. They are beginnings and
conclusions; they are humankind and they leap out at us
through history and time.
Philosophy and science
are steeped in numbers. Plato
seemed to have an affinity for
them; Stephanus was a furtherance of numbers in three volumes, Republic I to X, Laws I
to XII and many others. Aristotle had his four causes and five
elements and he dealt with time
in numbers. Time — 60 seconds in a minute, 60 minutes
in an hour, 24 hours in a day,
seven days in a week, 52 weeks
in a year.
At its core, the sun is about
15 million degrees Celsius.
There are 8 planets and 88 recognized constellations including Ursa Major or the Big Dipper. Through time, how many
people have craned their necks
heavenward to count its seven
stars?
Numbers are with us from
our first days. One of the first
things babies learn is to identify their fingers and toes. They
may not know how many they
have but later they’ll count
their digits using digits. Parents
read classics to babies, One
Fish Two Fish Red Fish Blue
Fish and Goldilocks and the
Three Bears, and they have one
child or two or three or more,
twins or triplets or more; once
in Callander, Ontario: five.
Where would literature,
music and art be without numbers? CanLit features numbers
with prominence. There’s former Governor General John
Buchan’s Thirty-Nine Steps, Joseph Boyden’s Three Day Road
and Will Ferguson’s 419. What

are the numerical chances that
Percy Boyd Staunton’s snowball
would set off the chain of events
that it did in Robertson Davies’
Fifth Business and, numberless,
would Hugh McLennan’s ideological divide be reduced even
further — Solitude?
Internationally,
there’s
George Orwell’s 1984 and Joseph Heller’s Catch-22. Without numbers, a Dickens’ classic
would still feature Paris and
London but be re-titled as A
Tale of Cities and, going way
way back, the Old Testament
would have an integral book
missing between Leviticus and
Deuteronomy.
Without numbers, Vivaldi
would have written The Winter, Spring, Summer and Fall
Seasons. The David Brubeck
Quartet wouldn’t have been a
quartet, wouldn’t have played
Take Five in quintuple time and
Bill Haley & his Comets would
have rocked around that round,
faceless, ticking thing.
There would be no U2
singing One, no Jay Z singing 99 Problems, no Blink 182
nor Nine Inch Nails. Ian Ty-

son would have sung Strong
Winds from All Directions and
Corb Lund would have sung
Sir Wilfrid Laurier Dollar Bill.
Paul Simon’s Gus would have
still hopped on the bus and Lee
would have still dropped off the
key, but music fans would never
have known how many ways
there were to leave your lover.
Cubists like Salvador Dali
used geometry to flatten planes
and Jackson Pollock doubledipped with works like One:
Number 31. The Group of Seven might have otherwise been
known as that Group with Lawren, Franklin and A.Y.
Numbers are integral to
language, the essence of culture, and numbers stand on
their own, too: 3.14; 666; 9/11.
Each week I play bridge. I
begin with 13 cards in my hand.
I look for 12 or 13 points, five
of a kind in a major, three in a
minor. I hope to bid and get to
game with my partner in 3NT,
a 25-point count, or in a major
suit contract, a 26-point count.
It’s often been said that our
days are numbered. For that,
I’m happy!

DINE IN | TAKE HOME | CATERING | GIFTS

HEALTHY.
DELICIOUS.
CLOSE TO HOME.

357 ST. LAURENT BLVD.
+613 745 7356
EPICURIA.CA
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Spring Tea fundraiser
helps Ottawa
newcomers
By Ann Thompson
Vice-President of the Board,
ELTOC
Spring was definitely in the air
at the Spring Tea fundraiser
hosted by ELTOC (English
Language Tutoring for the Ottawa Community) on May 26
at St. Bartholomew’s Church
in New Edinburgh. ELTOC is a
not-for-profit organization that
provides one-on-one Englishlanguage tutoring to newcomers who are unable to attend
regular English as a second language (ESL) classes. The tutoring is provided in the students’
homes by volunteer tutors who
are trained and supported by
ELTOC. This event was organized by Liz Heatherington, a
volunteer tutor and member of
the ELTOC Board of Directors.
Net proceeds will go towards
the purchase of teaching materials.
The event had all the makings of an old-fashioned tea
complete with silver tea service, porcelain cups, party

sandwiches, sweets and fresh
flowers. The tinkle of spoons
on porcelain cups was accompanied by melodic Celtic harp
music played by New Edinburgh resident Susan Sweeney
Hermon.
As well as being a fundraiser, this event was a celebration of ELTOC’s Executive
Director, Mita Basu, who is
retiring after 24 years. ELTOC
was pleased to have RideauRockcliffe City Councillor
Tobi Nussbaum say a few
words in recognition of Mita’s
contributions and the valuable
service that ELTOC provides to
newcomers in the community.
ELTOC thanks St. Bartholomew’s Church for providing such fine space and Linda
Assad-Butcher and her team of
great volunteers, who helped to
keep things running smoothly.
To learn more about ELTOC and/or if you are interested in becoming a volunteer
tutor you can go to the website
at www.eltoc.ca. Donations are
always welcome!

FROM THE DESK OF:
Member of Provincial
Parliament, Ottawa-Vanier

NATHALIE DES ROSIERS
Dear constituents,
I am honoured to continue to represent the
residents of Ottawa-Vanier at Queen’s Park.
As your representative, I will continue to advocate on your behalf.
My priorities are to ensure that seniors
and vulnerable people have access to the services they need, that we create good and affordable housing, ensure access to jobs and
opportunities for all, regardless of origins,
handicap, race or religion, protect our environment and support the bilingual character
of our community.
On June 29th, the new government was
sworn-in and Doug Ford’s cabinet was announced. In response to this, I have been assigned the following critic responsibilities:
Municipal Affairs and Housing, Women’s
Issues, Attorney General, Environment, Conservation and Parks, Indigenous Affairs and
Reconciliation, Community Safety and Correctional Services.
Since then, the government has made
many changes. They have cancelled renewable energy contracts, programs such as the
Basic Income Pilot and the Climate Change
Cap and Trade Plan. They have rolled back the
increases to Ontario works and ODSP. These
changes are provoking reactions from people
all over Ontario.
I look forward to hearing from you, my
constituents, with regards to these or any of
the issues that matter most to you, and to
bring forward your concerns and struggles at
Queen’s Park.
On August 12th, I have published an opinion article in the Toronto Star, you can see the
full article on my website at this link:
nathaliedesrosiers.onmpp.ca/News/
15585?rc=l&l=EN
In closing, I want to send my best wishes
to all of the students in Ottawa-Vanier who
are returning to school this fall. I wish you all
great success in your studies, and may you follow your dreams!
Nathalie Des Rosiers –
MPP, Ottawa-Vanier
•••
Chers résidents et résidentes
d’Ottawa-Vanier,
C’est un grand honneur pour moi de continuer de vous représenter à Queen’s Park. À
titre de votre représentante, j’entends continuer de défendre les intérêts de notre communauté et de tous ses résidents.
Mes priorités sont de bien soutenir nos
aînés et les personnes vulnérables dans nos
communautés, d’assurer un accès à des loge-

ments abordables, et l’accès à l’emploi sans
égard à la nationalité, le handicap, la race ou
la religion, de protéger notre environnement
et soutenir le caractère bilingue de notre communauté.
Le 29 juin dernier, le nouveau gouvernement a été assermenté et le nouveau cabinet de
Doug Ford a été annoncé. En réponse à ceci,
on m’a assigné les responsabilités suivantes
entant que critique : Affaires municipales et
logement, Condition féminine, Procureur Général, Environnement, protection de la nature
et des parcs, Affaires autochtones et réconciliation, Sécurité communautaire et services correctionnels.
Depuis ce temps, le gouvernement a fait
plusieurs changements. Certains programmes
ont été annulés, tels que le projet du revenu
de base, et le programme de plafonnement et
échange pour lutter contre les changements
climatiques. Des contrats pour le développement de l’énergie renouvelable ont également
été annulés. De plus, les augmentations pour
les programmes sociaux ont été diminuées.
Ces changements suscitent plusieurs réactions
de gens partout en Ontario.
N’hésitez pas à me contacter pour me faire
part de vos commentaires ou inquiétudes sur
ces sujets, ou quelconque autre sujet qui vous
tient à cœur, pour les faire suivre à Queen’s
Park.
Le 12 août 2018, j’ai publié un article
d’opinion dans le Toronto Star. Pour ceux et
celles d’entre vous qui désirez le lire, vous
pouvez retrouver l’article intégral sur mon site
web au lien suivant :
nathaliedesrosiers.onmpp.ca/
News/15586?rc=l&l=FR
En terminant, j’aimerais souhaiter mes
meilleurs vœux à tous ceux et celles qui retournent à l’école cet automne. Je vous souhaite beaucoup de succès dans vos études, et
que vous puissiez réaliser tous vos rêves!
Nathalie Des Rosiers – Députée provinciale, Ottawa-Vanier
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The Chronicle would love to feature your dog in our
Dogs in the ‘Hood column. Send digital photos (high resolution please) and a brief introduction to
editor@manorparkchronicle.com. We look forward to including your pooch in a future issue.

BELLA

CHARLOTTE

OSLO

THEO

Friendly and social, 9-year-old Bella thoroughly enjoyed
her stay in Manor Park with her best pug friend, Yoda …
a neighbourhood she knew well having visited regularly
since puppyhood. The “belle of the ball”, she’s returned
to Chalk River and her humans, Tegan and Tate. Bella
extends her thanks to all who stopped to say hi and pet
her ... she’ll be back at some point for another visit.

I’m Oslo, a 2-year-old Old English sheepdog. I am
originally from Quebec but found my forever home last
spring with my mom, dad and sheepdog brother Opie after
coming to Ottawa with Ottawa Dog Rescue. I am a unique,
happy and playful guy. I have beautiful eyes that are halfblue, half-brown. I was also born deaf but I know all kinds
of hand commands!

Hello, my name is Miss Charlotte and I’m a 12-year-old
Yorkie residing on Hemlock Rd. with my mom Lynn, my dad
Glenn and another species (a cat!). I love to give doggy
kisses as I don’t get enough attention at home ... ha, just
kidding. Mommy says I have more coats and hair bows
than she has. Nothing like being a princess!

Best friend and nearby neighbour to Miss Charlotte (the
newest lady in his life), Theo is an 8-year-old Yorkie who
came to live in Manor Park 2 years ago. He is the best
company ever for his mom Denise and loves being with
people ... except perhaps the mailman ... although his
bark is definitely worse than his bite!
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT

“Time for something new” at Linden House Theatre
By Janet Uren
When one of our annual Linden House shows closed a
few years ago, I happened to
run into an audience member
in the local grocery shop. She
stopped me, took my arm and
said intensely, “That play lit up
my life!” I have never been so
moved by a compliment, and

S UMMER S EASON ENDS

S ATURDAY,O CTOBER 27
Flagship Saturday Market
9 AM - 2 PM

Optimiste Park , 43 St. Cecile St.

Pop-up Markets
3 PM - 6 PM
T UESDAYS :

Rideau Sports Centre, Donald St.

T HURSDAYS :

Natalie’s Urban Ottawa,
115 Beechwood Ave.

BEECHWOODMARKET.CA

it reconfirmed for me the mission of Linden House, “Theatre
for the joy of it.” With humour,
ideas and a joyful vision of
what it means to be human, we
are doing our best to bring delight and shed light.
That is the vision, and every year we look for a play that
will live up to it. It is never
easy, but last year I think we
did very well with Enchanted
April. Yes, it was funny. It also
had a beautiful set and wonderful costumes. The actors were
talented and assured. Most importantly, it was a play that had
heart. It was a play that talked
about the need to “choose” joy.
The problem with having the kind of success we had
last year is how to top it? The
curtain had hardly rung down
last year than we had already
started asking ourselves, “What
are we going to do next? Maybe...,” we said, “it’s time for
something new.”
For 11 years now, Linden House has been presenting plays drawn from some of
the best classic comedies of
the British stage. Perhaps you
have seen some of them — Lettice & Lovage, Blythe Spirit,
Glorious! These plays have in
common that they are witty,
warm-hearted and intelligent.
Those are and always will be
the qualities essential to a Linden House show.
So even as we contemplate
something new, please rest assured that we are not moving
an inch from our original vision. On the other hand, this
year’s play — gasp — is not

The problem with
having the kind of
success we had last
year is how to top it?

British! It is a work called For
the Pleasure of Seeing Her
Again by Montreal playwright
Michel Tremblay. This is a Canadian classic, written by one
of the most talented and important of our Canadian playwrights. Tremblay wrote this

work to honour his mother,
and it is the story of a profound
relationship.
I love this play for the same
reasons that I loved Glorious! or
Enchanted April. I love the voluble eccentricity of the mother.
I love it because it is hilarious.

I love it because it speaks to
me about what it means to be
human. That’s all I’m going
to say, because I look forward
to surprising you. And I look
forward to meeting you in the
grocery shop after the show and
hearing what you thought.
One thing that has not
changed this year is the team
that helps to put the Linden
House shows together. Theatre
is by definition a team effort,
and Manor Park residents are
a huge part of this company’s
success. Mary Keys (Assistant
Producer and Front of House
Manager), Barbara Merriam
(Stage Manager and Props),
Bob McKellar (Lights and
Sound Technician) and Linda
Marchand (Hostess) have put
their mark on this company. It
would not exist without them.
For the Pleasure of Seeing
Her Again will be presented,
as always, at Elmwood Theatre
(261 Buena Vista Rd.) with free
parking. Performances will be
presented on November 9 and
10, 16 and 17 at 7:30 p.m.; with
Sunday matinees at 2 p.m. on
November 11 and 18. Tickets
($25) will be available from
October 6 at Books on Beechwood (35 Beechwood Ave.) or
online at lindenpro.ca. For information or reservations call
613-842-4913.
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT

MacKay United Concert Series – Autumn Rhapsody
Acclaimed pianist Mauro Bertoli kicks off the twelfth season
of the MacKay United Church
Chamber Concert Series on Friday September 21, 2018 with a
celebration of the changing seasons entitled “Autumn Rhapsody.” It will be an eclectic and
exciting program of piano music by Debussy, Mendelssohn,
Chopin and George Gershwin,
including Rhapsody in Blue
— a great start to another great
season.
This is Mauro Bertoli’s
third appearance in the MacKay series. In 2011 he received
rave reviews with Austrian violinist Wolfgang David, and in
2014 he collaborated with actor
Kevin White in an outstanding
performance of Enoch Arden
with music by Richard Strauss.
He is looking forward to performing once again at MacKay
United.
Born in Brescia, Italy,
Mauro Bertoli has established

A soloist and frequent collaborative and
chamber musician, he has recorded ten
albums and has been broadcast live on the
CBC among other major networks.
himself on the international
stage with performances in
important festivals and major concert halls throughout Europe, Asia, and North
and South America. A soloist and frequent collaborative and chamber musician,
he has recorded ten albums
and has been broadcast live
on the CBC among other major networks. In 2016 he was
awarded the prestigious Arturo
Benedetti Michelangeli Prize
for young interpreters. He has
won 24 piano competitions,
and his many awards include
the Italian Guiseppe Sinopoli
Award, presented personally
by the ex-President of Italy.

Mauro has lived in Ottawa
since 2009 and is Piano Accompanist at the Conservatoire
de Musique de Gatineau and
part-time Professor at the University of Ottawa. He has won
an enviable reputation among
Ottawa audiences for his exciting and original performances
of old favourites and less-familiar pieces. He is founder and
director of MitBravour — Artist Collective, a Management
Agency for Instrumentalists,
and was selected by Ottawa
Life magazine as one of their
“Top 25 People in the Capital”
in 2016, in recognition of his
contribution to the life of the
community and the country.

What Does Hope Look Like?
You are invited to join the
Capital Grannies for an inspirational afternoon viewing the
film “The Thinking Garden,”
about a South African community garden, and finding out
about Ottawa area community
gardens:
Sunday September 30,
3:00 p.m.,
St. Paul’s University
amphitheatre, 223 Main St.
The award-winning movie
“The Thinking Garden,” produced by Elizabeth Vibert, historian and professor in Victoria, B.C., and Metis filmmaker
Christine Welsh, is a story about
three generations of South African women creating a communal
garden and a gathering place for
women to think about effecting
change in the context of poverty,
climate change and HIV/AIDs.
Elizabeth got to know the

farmers at the Hleketani Community Garden over some
years while conducting oral
history research. These older
women had taken matters into
their own hands to produce
food locally for the most vulnerable people. They asked
Elizabeth whether she would
be doing a film about them and
so she contacted Christine, who
saw in their story many parallels to the work she has done
documenting the historical and
contemporary experiences of
Indigenous women in Canada.
When Elizabeth showed
the completed film to the women of the Hleketani Community
Garden, they declared: “It’s like
a miracle… we never dreamed
we would see something like
this for our farm.” These South
African women have drawn on
remarkable reserves of strength,
courage and resilience in an-

swering Christine’s question:
“What does hope look like?”
To complement this story of
a South African community garden, local Ottawa people will be
telling their own stories of their
community gardens. The volunteers who work in the Shepherds
of Good Hope community garden, which supplies vegetables
for the soup kitchen all summer,
as well as participants from the
Parkdale Food Centre, Growing
Futures, Just Food and the Karen
Farm, will talk about their work.
Please join us for a thoughtprovoking afternoon! Proceeds
will go to the Stephen Lewis
Foundation to help Grandmothers in sub-Saharan Africa.
Tickets $20: 613-5238631 or capitalgrannies@bell.
net and, in Manor Park, from
Jennifer Cook Baniczky at
613-749-4745 or jcookbaniczky
@sympatico.ca.

Needless to say, we are delighted to have him back again,
with a varied program from the
early romantics to several gems
by Debussy (the centennial of
whose death is being marked
this year) to the jazz rhythms of
George Gershwin.
This concert will be closely followed by the second in
this year’s series, a program
of French music for flute and
piano with Gertrude Letourneau and Catherine Donkin on
Saturday October 13 — about
which more later. Meanwhile
mark your calendar for these
two excellent concerts, and we
look forward to seeing you!
Mauro Bertoli, Friday
September 21, at 7:30 p.m.,
MacKay United Church, corner Dufferin Rd. and MacKay
St. Tickets ($25, $20 for seniors, $15 for students) are
available at Books on Beechwood, The Leading Note, or at
the door.
Mauro Bertoli, pianist.
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A Heart-Warming
Award
By Christiane Kirkland

2018 Joan Gullen Excellence in Media award winners: Sharleen Tattersfield, Manor Park Chronicle (small media serving
local communities) and Blair Crawford, Ottawa Citizen (large media serving the region) with Barbara Merriam, Past-President, Board of Directors of the Ontario Association of Social Workers - Eastern Branch. Photo: Courtesy of Barbara Merriam

THROUGH THE OCDSB,
WE GREW UP TO BE …

The Manor Park community
is honoured to have amongst
its members Sharleen Tattersfield who is the winner of
the 2018 Joan Gullen Award
for Media Excellence given
by the Eastern Branch of the
Ontario Association of Social
Workers (OASW). The award
is named after Joan Gullen,
who has been recognized
nationally as a social justice
activist by the Governor General. The award consisted of a
citation and a small monetary
prize, which Sharleen asked
to be donated to Roger Neilson House.
Sharleen is currently the
advertising and circulation
manager (and former managing editor) of the Manor Park
Chronicle and her article on
“57 Ride Team to Roger Neilson House (RNH)” published
last year was chosen unanimously by a panel of reviewers as the winner in the small
print category. The 57 Ride
event was to raise funds and
awareness in support of the
RNH, a unique hospice providing pediatric palliative
care for children and their
families, so that they have access to the services they need

in a timely way.
Says Sharleen: “The article
was a community story that
struck a chord with people at
many levels. Reviewers commented: “The author was able
to demonstrate that support for
palliative care at RNH is a community-driven effort, which is
fantastic”.
For Sharleen, it was very
personal for her to tell the story,
“Because (she adds) of my own
understanding of the needs of
parents and families for raising children who need palliative care. RNH is a comforting
home away from home that
enables parents to feel they can
get the support they need.”
“To win this award was
very humbling”, says Sharleen. The personal rewards
were tremendous, and this is
the message I would like to
pass on to our readers: “Seize
the opportunities to engage
in your community by volunteering, or by participating in
many events that are happening, cherish your involvement
and encourage others to join
you. If there is a fundraiser,
take a moment, take the time.
The rewards are not always
visible at first, but undoubtedly something good will come
out of that.”
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Finding a class act amid the everyday stress
By Douglas Cornish
Rudeness seems to be everywhere today. It’s on the roads,
it’s people almost bumping into
you because they’re addicted to
their smart phones (funny —
they call them “smart” phones).
It’s a lack of communication
towards others. It’s an obsession with showy materialism.
Ottawa definitely is becoming
a big city, and with all the big
city negatives. Sometimes you
can cut the stress and the rage
with a knife, it’s so thick.
There are those times when
the rudeness becomes too much
and I long for a simpler time
when people acted with a little
more, well, for lack of a better
word, ‘class’. Ann Landers (…
who?) used to say that, “Class
bespeaks an aristocracy that has
nothing to do with ancestors or
money. Some wealthy “blue
bloods” have no class, while
individuals who are struggling
to make ends meet are loaded
with it. Class is real. It can’t
be faked. (Quoting Kipling)
“Class can walk with kings and
keep its virtue and talk with
crowds and keep the common
touch.” Ms. Landers wasn’t,
of course, speaking of a class
system, as in upper, middle and
lower, but of a nobility of spirit,
knowledge of oneself, and of a
dignified action when dealing
with others.
Walking the dog through

Rockcliffe in the summer I was
returning to go back to Manor
Park (or, more accurately, Manor Park Hill), and was headed
back down Hillsdale Rd. near
the old stone Hillsdale bridge
beside Mackay Lake. If you’d
like a quieter, stress-free place
that bridge is the place to be. It
reminds me of a pastoral scene
in old England, for some reason: sort of has an 18th or 19th
century feel to it.
While I approaching the
bridge there was a white SUV
parked at one end of the bridge.
I didn’t pay much attention as
there is often the odd car near
the bridge. Some people drive
down there, then park their cars
in a small dirt parking lot, then
walk their dog through the trails
around and near Mackay Lake.
This car, though, did happen to
be right at one end the bridge.
Nearing the bridge, the driver
of the SUV was waving her
hand out the window in a ‘keep
going’ gesture. As I approached
the vehicle with my dog in
tow I thought this was rather
strange. The driver explained
that there was a large turtle laying her eggs in the sand just to
the left of the bridge. I looked
across the road, and there was
the turtle. She was well dressed
(the woman, not the turtle) and
I was immediately curious that
this well-dressed woman driving a high-end SUV would take
the time to warn people to stay

clear of this egg-laying turtle.
Some of the current class of
drivers in this city might just
run over a turtle, as they tend to
run into bicyclists, or try intentionally to splash pedestrians
on a rainy day.
I asked the woman how
long it takes for the turtle to
lay eggs, but she wasn’t sure.
It is a turtle, I said, so the process would be slow — it could
take a long time. I told her she
should take a picture with her
phone, but she said that her
phone just died. She was determined to stay and warn others
to stay clear. Turtles apparently
lay their eggs in the sand and
then bury them. This turtle had
patience, and so did the SUV
driver.
I wished the driver good
luck and was impressed by this
heroic and noble act of taking
the time in a busy, modern,
stressful world to think of this
turtle. It was like being back in
a kinder and gentler time hundreds of years ago (minus the
SUV, of course).
Whether or not that turtle
ever did finish laying her eggs,
I don’t know. I didn’t return
to the bridge for a week or
so (I have other dog-walking
routes), but that occurrence did
allow me to escape the rudeness of society and the seemingly unnecessary busy-ness of
modern-day life.
Now that was a class act!
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Community Bulletin Board
Ottawa Brahms Choir

interests by joining our many
group activities. More information about us and what we
do can be found on our website
at: ottawanewcomersclub.ca or
newcomersclubottawa@
gmail.com

Join the Ottawa Brahms Choir
in song this fall! Rehearsals
start Monday, September 10,
7p.m., Southminster United
Church, Bank and Aylmer.
We especially need tenors and
basses but all voice parts are
welcome. Our winter concert,
“The Peace of Christmas”, is
December 2, at 3 p.m. Info:
www.ottawabrahmschoir.ca or
819-568-8169.”

St. Columba Church

You are invited to an Open
House at St. Columba Church,
24 Sandridge Road on Saturday, September 22 from 1 to
3 p.m. Meet members of the
Parish and learn more about
our various programs. Community and other groups who
meet weekly at St. Columba
will also be at the Open House
to provide more information
on their programs (i.e. Girl
Guides of Canada, Andrew
Fleck Child Care, Ottawa
Shotokan Karate Club, Manor
Park Painters, Fitness and Nutrition Classes). We hope to see
you on September 22!

For the Pleasure of Seeing Her
Again by Michel Tremblay.

MacKay Brainery

Saturday September 30,
2-4 p.m.:
Safe Cycling in Every Season: Simple Repair & Expert Info with Full Cycle
experts
Friday, October 12, 7-9 p.m.:
5 Steps to Feeling Vibrant
- Confident - Energized
(food included!) with Lauren Parsons
Sunday, October 14, 2-3 p.m.
African Dance Class with
Tinah Dembele and Gracilia Boloko
Sunday, October 14, 4-6 p.m.
Canada’s Really Cool

Space Program with Glen
Campbell
Wednesday, October 17,
7-9 p.m.:
Surgical History: A clue to the
future with Dr. Dennis Pitt
Sunday, October 21,
2-4 p.m.:
Protecting Your Precious
Brain: Tips for Fighting
Dementia with Jan Dorrell
Sunday, October 28, 2-4 p.m.
Sauerkraut and Kimchi: A
short course in fermenting
with Corrie Raabe

Friday, Nov 9, 7-9 p.m.: Silk
Scarf Workshop with Susan Ashbrook
Sunday, Nov 25, 2-5 p.m.
Healthy Recipes for the
Holidays with Nina LePage and Julie McInnes
39 Dufferin Road.
mackaybrainery@gmail.com

Ottawa Newcomers Club

Our club is a non-profit, social
organization for women who
have recently moved to this
area (and those who have
experienced a significant life
change) and would like to
meet new people of similar

Elmwood Theatre (261 Buena
Vista Road). Free parking.
Performances: November 9
and 10, 16 and 17 at 7:30 p.m.;
Sunday matinees at 2 p.m. on
November 11 and 18. Tickets:
$25. Available from October
1 at Books on Beechwood
(35 Beechwood) or online at
lindenpro.ca. Information or
reservations at 613-842-4913.

One & Only Arts and
Crafts Fair

Sandy Hill Community Centre.
250 Somerset Street East
Saturday, November 17, 10
a.m. to 4 p.m. Free Admission and refreshments. Over
30 vendors with unique and
affordable products. Free parking. www.ash-acs.ca/event/
sandy-hills-one-only-artscrafts-fair/

